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Students to face
fall
fee
increases
.

Staff Report

creases and we were at 40 percent of
When students return to the campus the costs of other schools our size,' '
this fall, t hey will not only face in- Robertson said.
creases in tuition rates, but also in a
Roberston said there may be some
yariety of fees and costs across campus. students who will feel pressure from
the cuts, especially incentive grant
Student Activity Fee
students, but he said fmanciaJ aid will
One of the most debated fee increases work to help the neediest students and
is the $75 increase in the activity fee to work to reduce the numbers who might
be prohibited from coming back
$130 for full·time students.
"There are mixed feelings among the because of increased costs.
Curris Center fees also increased.
students (about the fee increase)," said
Don Robertson, associate vice presi- These are user fees, said Jim Baurer,
dent of student affairs. "There are director of the Currie Center, if a stuthose who understand why it was done. dent does not use these services they do
No one likes it but most understand it not pay.
These fee increases are increases in
is basically to supplement the tuition
and that everyone is paying the costs." the bowling course fee from $20 to $25
Robertson said he believes students and pool rate from two cents to four
would still like to see a more specific cents.
"The bowling fee has not gone up
list of where the inoney goes. A comwe began in 1981 and is not a
since
mittee has been formed to identify the
areas to which the money goes and result of the budget cuts," Baurer said.
Bauer said the increases in pool
should be available for the 1993-94
prices were a result in the increased
school year, he said.
Even with the increases, Robertson costs for recovering tables and replacsaid he thinks the school is still a ing pool sticks.
Please see INCREASES
bargain for the money.
"We looked at costs before the in·
Back Page

Photo by CHERI STUART

CELEBRATING EARTH DAY
Several Murray State University students observed Earth Day Wednesday. Lisa Osborne, a junior social work
major from Owensboro gets environmental Information from a table set up In front of the Currta Center. Paning
out Information were, from left, Shane Calendlne, a senior political science ma}or from Tucson, Ariz.; Julie
Green, a junior social work major from Geneva, Ill.; Gary Wilson, a rehabilitation major from Evansville, Ind.; and
Christine Ash, a junior theraputlc recreation major from Newburgh, Ind.

Campus comes alive during Alumni Weekend
By SHANNON BARNHILL
Reporter

With hints of spring in the
air, Alumni Weekend is here
again. The annual event to
welcome back Murray State
graduates begins today.
The theme of this year's
weekend is "A Proud Past, A
Productive Present and A Promising Future."
Special events will be held
throughout the weekend to
recognize former Murray State
students.

A Letterwinner ' s Club meal compliments of the AlumMembers of the class of 1942 event," said Josh Duvall, a
will be honored during a special sophomore pre-vet major from . meeting will be held Saturday ni Association in recognition of
luncheon and reunion coffee Manchester, Tenn., who is the for all individuals who have let- their achievement, said Donna
planned to celebrate t he 50th vice-president of special events tered in a varsity sport at Mur- Herndon, director of Alumni
ray State.
·
Affairs.
•
anniverl:i8cy of their graduation for SAA.
'Everyone 18 welcome to at·
The Alumni and Friellas &an"We have a lot of teams sign.
from Murray State.
The Student Alumni Associa- ed up, and it should be a lot of quet will be Saturday at noon tend the banquet," Herndon
tion will hold its fourth annual fun,'' Duvall said. "Players in the Curris Center. It will said. "I would encourage facu lMudball Tournament beginn- need to realize that it will also feature the 1992 Distinguished ty, staff, and students to help
Alumnus winners and the 1992 honor our graduates."
ing at noon at the Intramural get pretty dirty.''
Also Saturday night, the
Field. The tournament pits
Today, the Murray State Stu· Distinguished Professor.
The banquet will also honor Alumni Association will sponteams against each other for dent Ambassadors will take
regulation volleyball in 10 in- alumni on campus tours to 1942 graduates and 1992 sor a Tartan Ball. This event is
ches of mud.
show them changes on the graduates. This year's being held as a tribute to Murgraduating class will receive a ray State's Scottish heritage.
"We're very excited about the campus.

Food service caters to all
during sum~er months

Faculty elects new representatives
By MICHELE CARLTON
Assistant News Editor

By LEIGH LANDINI
News Editor

Summer has traditionally
been a busy season for weddi ngs and other social
events, and Murray State
University's food services
p}ans to take advantage of
the busy season.
Bill Benriter, di.Tector of
food services, said the food
services department will
take catering orders for the
summer months because the
office will not be as busy
with University events that
require catering.
Benriter said the office is
not competing with any
catering services in Murray
this summer. Food services
is taking advantage of reduced activity at MSU during
the summer to make addi·
tional money.
"We are trying only with
the summer and not during
the year," Benriter said.
"We are trying to increase

revenue and provide a service to people in the Murray
and Calloway County area."
The revenue generated
from the catering this summer will have a positive effect for students, Benriter
said.
"Generally those (services)
help us lower the student
rates during the school
year," he said.
"Our intent is to provide a
service and to generate some
dollars," Benriter said.
Food services also caters
University events during the
academic year, and many
days are "frozen" meaning
that no more orders will be
taken for that day. He said
the days are frozen because
of a lack of personnel and a
lack of time with so many
food and catering orders.
"Usually April and October are our heaviest months," Benriter said.

Frank Julian, associate pro·
feasor of legal studies at Mut·
ray · State University, was
elected to a three-year term as
the faculty representative on
the Board of Regents.
Julian defeated Louis A.
Beyer, professor of physics and
astronomy, in faculty elections
on campus Tuesday.
J ulian received 109 votes to

Beyer's 106 votes in possibly
the closest election ever for the
faculty scat. The po1ls had a 62
percent turnout of the 346 eligible voters of assistant professor
rank or above.
Julian will take the oath of office at the spring quarterly
meeting of the Board May 9.
His term on the 10-member
governing board will expire in
the spring of 1995.
Also elected to positions Tues·

day were:
• At-large Representatives to
the Faculty Senate - Janet
Brewer, instructor of library
science, and Joe Fuhrmann,
professor of history
• At-large Representative to
the University J udicial Board
- Tommy Tarvin, associate
professor of physics and
astronomy.
• Collegiate Representatives
on University Governance

Committees from the College of
Business and Public Affairs:
• Academic Council - Buddy
Krizan; University Tenure Ron Clement
• Academic Council from the
College of Education - J ames
Willis; Academic Appeals
Board- Greg Prater; University Tenure - Chuck Hulic~
Please see REGENT
Back Page

Budget cuts bag grounds upkeep
By NARETHA TIMBERLAKE

campus. This includes repair
and maintenance of buildings
Students may see a noticeable and grounds, new constuction
change in the appearance of the and the designing and
campus next year because of engineering of renovation
budget cuts, said Ed West, projects.
director of the physical plant.
West said the physical plant
"You will see a change in the faced budget cuts last October
cleanliness of the buildings. that resulted in the cancel1aAnd the overall appearance of tion of several projects at the
the campus will deteriorate."
beginning of this year.
The physical plant has the
"As far as projects, we cancelenormous task of maintaining ed a bunch of them - about
all the facilities and utilities on $600,000 worth- as a result of
Staff Writer

~-A_C_LO_SER_L_OO_K
_ _,
~
Job hunting
With the recent recession striking industires
across the nation, many college students graduating from college this year are becoming anxIous about finding a job.
There are jobs available, but they will not be
found through the classifieds section, experts
said. In order to find a job in this economy,
graduates will have to use their creativity and do
some earful planning.
This week, The Murray State News takes a
closer look at the job hunt.
Stories on Pa e 5
Source: COUNCIL ON HIGHER EDUCATION

"Wayne and Peg Murray will
be on campus to honor our city's
namesake, John L. Murray,"
Herndon said. "Wayne Murray
• is the president of the Murray
clan in America."
An alumni big band will provide music for the ball. There
will also be a bagpiper to lend a
Scottish touch, Herndon said.
' 'The ball is being held to call
attention to the Scottish
heritage of our area. We are expecting guests from all over the
area," Herndon said.

Graphic by BRYAN T. ADAMS
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budget cuts that came last October. We canceled them
around the first of the year,"
West said.
Those projects included
several roofing projects, one being the Expo Center, and air
conditioning repair work for
Breathitt Veterinary Center.
Currently, West said there
are several capital projects and
maintenance projects.
''We're replacing the
underground piping, we have

roofing projects at Sparks and
the Hancock Biological Station,
there is asbestos abatement
work. There will be work on
three parking lots going underway this summer and repair to
streets and parking. We'll be
working on the air conditioning
in Mason Hall and we'll be
painting one of the dorms, probably White," he said.
Please see BUDGET
Back Page

Yearbooks arrive

Index

If you want to reme mber your crazy
college days, you're in luck. The 1992
Sheild yearboooks have arrived.
Students who ordered the Shield,
may pick them up through May 1 in
Rooms 11 6 and 121 of Wilson Hall
between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Students who wish to remember othe r
years gone by, may also purchase
yearbooks from 1973 through 1991.
These yearbooks are $12 each and
can be bought through May 1 in the
Shield office or Room 114 of Wilson
Hall.
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NEWSBRIEFS
McGaughey presents papers

Fulbright Grant allows for study of admission policies
By J ENNIFER MOORE
Reporter

Phil Bryan, dean of admis·
sions and records, won a
Fulbright Grant to study German universities' admissions
policies.
Bryan will participate on a
United States t~am of education professionals which will
observe and study
developments in international
education in the Federal
Republic of Germany.
The 24 member team begins
their six week study later this
spring.
Bryan said he is very excited
about this opportunity to see an
international collegiate system.
He said Germany is the right
place to be at this time because
of the changes taking place.
"Germany's entire educational system is changing right

now because of the changes in
the government. We will have
the chance to observe all of
these changes as they are happening," he said.
He will spend most of his time
studying at Regensburg
University, one of the top
business schools in Germany.
Murray State University has
entered in an agreement with
Regensburg that will allow him
to make connections with then·
office of admissions and
records.
This agreement will also send
10 Murray State students to
Regensburg to study and MSU
will host some of their students
enrolled in a program for the
master of business administration degree.
"I will be able to have direct
contact with the Regensburg officials in charge of their

SaWicki h6riored
by lecture series

transcripts and student evaluation information,'' he said.
He said one of his top
priorites is to understand their
system for transfer of credits.
"We only have one German
student at Murray State right
now. Hopefully, I will be able
to look at and understand their
transcript and. a dmissions
policies better so that maybe it
will help us bring more German
students to MSU," be said.
"Germany is the third leading
industrial nation in the world,
and I t hink it is very important
that we try to get as many
students over here as possible.
It would be very beneficial to
Murray State."
He said he hopes to fully
understand the German education system because it may help
him understand a lot of other

international education
systems the team will visiting.
The team will visit major European colleges and universities
in Berlin, Bonne, Prague and
Munich.
Bryan said he hopes to learn
how to bring more students to
Murray State from the European countries. He said more
emphasis is being put on diversity of students and Murray
State wants to bring as many
nationalities to this area as
possible.

''

Collins honored for leadership
Irma Collins, professor of music at Murray State Univer sity, was the guest of honor at a reception at the 53rd annual
Music Educators National Conference (MENC) in New '
Orleans.
'
She was recognized for her leadership in six years as national chairperson of the Society for Music Teacher E ducation (SMTE) ru1d her role as designer and initiator of its Journal of Music Teacher Education, which began publication in
the fall of 1991.

This is the first time Bryan
has applied for a sabbatical in
his 18 years at MSU, and he
said he is thrilled that he was
considered and accepted.

Haney attends CIA conference

"I think it will definitely
benefit the University and add
to my professionalism. I will be
a resource for other registrars
in the South," he said.

Pratt wins award

Staff Report

Cheryl Pratt, a senior elementary education m~or from
Eddyville, has been selected as the recipient of the 11th annual Donald B. Hunter Distinguished Service Award at Murray State University.

Library services studied
J ohn Griffin, collection development librarian at Waterfield Library, recently attended the Off-Campus Library Ser vices Conference in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Kappa Fest. Kappa Fest will be tonight at Cutchin field with fun and
games from 3 p.m. to 8 p.m . Admission is free.
• Dance. There will be a public dance at the Stewart Stadium tonight
from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. Admission is $1.50.
• Program. "Hawaii," 7 p.m., Monday, April 27, Springer Hall.
• Event. Sand volleyball, 7 p.m.. Monday, April 27, volleyball courts
behind Winslow.
• Dinner meeting. Public Relations Student Society of America, 5:30
p.m. , Tuesday, April 28, Sheila Crifasi's house, Cardinal Drive.
• Aerobics. 6 p.m., Wednesday, April 30, Regents Hall.
• Program. "Food service for next year," 7 p.m.. Thursday, April30.
• Lecture and Initiation. Alpha Chi honor society annual Initiation
and lecture, 7 p.m., Thursday, April 30, Wrather West Kentucky
Museum. Dr. Mark Wattier will be the lecturer.

,;.:•• ,.· .
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Roger Haney, director of the Murray State University '
graduate program in journalism and radio/tv, was one of 14 :
journalism educators from universities across the country invited to participate in a program sponsored by the Central Intelligence Agency in Washington, D.C. last week.
The two-day program, led by CIA director Robert M. Gates,
included a discussion of the agency's new focus on openness
initiated by Gates earlier this year.

Buckley to lecture

William F. Buckley J r., a
renowned political commentator, will present a free lecture
Thursday at 7 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium at Murray State
Reporter». ,., ,, {{ ..... , . ,
.,. . ., . ,,. '-' ,::i: : ·'' •·
, .
···~. ,,,
University.
The .P91le~~:~r~ine . Aita u~,. c~~'*~ic~tion alongw~'lf, ;.
Buckley is well known as t he
the· dep~~etit of l)peech. commum~~lQli . and theatre· wtl~\ ·: founder and current editor of
sppnsot.tli~· Cindy Sawieki lecture i:Jel;iea..
. . · ' the National Review, which is
The serlesjs dedicated to Cindy Sawicki~ a former graduate
considered to be the mouthpiece
student and assistant in the department of speech comof the conservative movement..
munication and theatre, who was ltHled in a car accident last
He has been named the Best
year.
Columnist of the Year for his
Sawic~i ,also worked as secretary .for the Faculty Senate.
column, On the Right which
The ftrst)eetul"e in the aeriea was presented by Dr. Thomas.
apperu·s in more than 300
Gordon, .on ''How Can We~ A Dein~r.ac;:y And Not Practice..
WILLIAM BUCKLEY
American newspapers and in
It?" Aprill7..18.
.· J:kj~ "·" · · .
Lecture on Thursday
numerous others around the
·The fr~~·:,l~9ture and . mini~workSfiop:~~gehsaed th~ .i dea.that
world.
television interviewer.
: aUtQCraticJeadership . in fam.ili&.s,: ·orga~izations and SChOOl$
Buckley is also a prominent
In the political realm, he was
cripph!'JnUivid\lals and make individitals less d~mocratic. ·
figure in television, hosting the instrumental in founding the
The lecture was design,ed by Gordon in 1962 to teach
weekly program, Firing Line, Conservative party of New
parents easential interpereonal skills and to help resolVe .
since 1966.
York, and ran for mayor of New
family ooUflictS. The program str~ the ineffectiveness of
Because of his efforts on the York City in 1965.
any and aU ~s of punishment and teaches parents effec.
program, Buckley has won two
tive Alwrnativ~
Buckley is also the a\ithor of
prestigious awards. He was numerous books on various subTerri Prince, Sawicki's daughter, said the series was se.t up
awarded an Emmy Award for jects. Among them are God a11d
to get the eot;iuriunity and University tO think aboUt different
program achievement and the Man at Yale, Overdrive, and
ideas an(J:.;phHo!.«)p}:l.iea.'
·
·
·
:::1 ;:;:: :···
ll . .
TV Guide Award for the best Who's on First?.
:1.

Robert H. McGaughey, chairman of the department of journalism and radio/tv, presented a paper at the national
meeting of the Broadcast Education Association (BEA) in Las
Vegas April 10-13.
His paper, "The Hutchins Commission: Reactions and
Recommendations, 45 Years Later," was one of four
presented in the history division of the BEA convention .
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telephone rirlging again

Two MSU employees work together to create replica of wireless telep,hone
~y

HERB BANKS

Reporter

Seeing is believing, or as in
this case, hearing is believing.
It began about two years ago
when Dr. Bob Lochte, assistant
professor and director of MSU
TV-11, was reviewing a textbook for one of his classes and
came across Nathan B. Stubblefield's name.
"I already knew about Stubblefield because it is one of the
first things you hear about
when you come to Murray, the
birthplace of radio," Lochte
said.
Having known about Stubblefield, curiosity struck Lochte
to find out more about his invention. The date, 1892 when
Stubblefield reportedly said
"Hello Rainey" to his assistant,
also struck Lochte that the
centennial anniversary was
approaching.
Lochte and Larry Albert,
MSU TV-ll's chief engineer,
spent six months examining
notes, newspaper clippings,
FILE PHOTO drawings and photos of StubNathan B. Stubblefield's Invention of radio was replicated by blefield's wireless telephone.
After deciding a recreation
two professors recently to celebrate the anniversary of his
was possible, Lochte and Albert
l nventlon.

spent one year gathering
evidence to design parts to
make replicas as authenic as
possible.
Th1·ee to fo•.tr months were
spent building the recreation,
although finding the parts were
not that easy.
"We beat the bushes amongst
several national organizations
that collect old telephones. We
advertised and had no luck,"
Lochte said.
Then Lochte received a phone
call from a man in Minnesota
who said he would be willing to
help.
"He had both period pieces
and reproductions, which are
more durable than the antiques. So we used a combination
of both," Lochte said.
Stubblefield used a combination of a carbon microphone
with batteries and a big coil of
40 turns and a telephone earpiece with a small coil mounted
in a nail keg for his 1892
system.
In 1902, Stubb l efield
modified his wireless telephone
by using ground rods instead of
coils.
Through their research

'

Lochte said he believes that
Recently Lochte and Albert
this reproduction is pretty close have been busy on a tow· showto that of Stubblefield's.
ing their recreation of the
The introduction of this wireless telephone.
reproduction was made March
Their first stop was in
4 on Murray State's soccer Louisville March 19. This
field.
demonstration went as planned
About 100 people saw how although bad weather condiStubb l efield made t h is tions kept many spectators at
remarkable wireless telephone horne.
work more than a century ago.
On March 27, Lochte and
"Actually the best place to be Albert took their wireless
would have been out in the recreation to Washington, D.C.,
woods somewhere," Lochte as did Stubblefield. A group of
said. "The soccer field was ac· 300 curious faces, mostly col·
cessible for a public demonstra- lege students, came to witness
tion, plus it was already mark- an unbelievable demonstration.
ed off so we were able to take
Future trips to the Kentucky
distance measurements."
In the future Lochte and State Fair in Louisville, New
Albert would like to go into the Orleans and England may be
woods where there would be no on the agenda.
In the meantime Lochte said
man-made noises to create the
atmoaphere which Stubblefield he just wants to stay at home
and rest.
bad.
Teaching others something
The question of clarity is not
the key issue in this demonstra- that they will remember for a
tion, but the fact that people long time is an exciting part of
100 years ago heard something the demonstrations, Lochte
amazing - a voice that came said.
from nowhere, Lochte said.
The project is funded in part
"The ·purpose was to show
that we could do this," Lochte by Murray State's Alpha Epsilon Rho chapter.
said.

jMSU alu~nus does not horse around in politics
By TONY KENDALL

and is single. He now works in
the Jefferson County Clerk's
~ When Mike Redmon was a Office and in the patient serstudent he was heavily involv· vices department of Baptist
ed in the equine program at Hospital in Louisville. This is
~urray State. Now he is in a
his first attempt at public
horse race unlike any other- a office.
political campaign.
Redmon's opponent, Denver
• Redmon, a Republican, is Butler, is serving his second
unopposed in the primary and term as representative.
~ill face incumbent Democrat
"In the two previous elections
Denver Butler for the 38th my opponent hasn't had a maDistict Kentucky House of jor challenger, but that is about
Representative seat. The to change," Redmon said.
aistrict is south Jefferson
"He is an invisible represenCounty.
tative. If you need something
Redmon gr.aduawd from MSU done, you have to go find him.
in .December 1982 with a He never comes to you. I will
bachelor's in agriculture with a operate a little different. I'm gobusiness emphasis and a minor ing straight to the people," Redin marketing. lie is 31 years old mon said.

Reporter

"We have a slogan- 'leadership that delivers' - and that's
what I plan to 'do. I will be accessible to the people in the
district," Redmon said.
The campaign approach that
Redmon intends to deploy is
unique.
"My opponent is twice my
age, but I hope to use that to my
advantage. He is a professional
politician and I'm not. I plan to
take my message directly to the
people. There is a saying
around here that House races
in Kentucky are shoe leather
races., The person who wears
out the most shoe leather by going out and meeting the people
of the district one-on-one and
face-to-face has a good chance of

winning,'' Redmon said.
"I don't plan to use any television or radio ads. When I said
that l was going to the people I
meant it. I believe that by
meeting them myself in person,
that will drive my messages
home better. I'm confident that
I can win in the fall," he said.
Redmon considers himself a
conservative.
"I am a conservative on social
issues and 8 moderate on fiscal
policies. I'm concer ned with
government being more responsible when it comes to spending. That will be my main
issue ' in the race, Instead of
more taxes, I think we should
take 8 better look at ho.v the
money that we have corning in

is being spent and spread it
around in different ways. Reappropriation not appropriation is
the way to go," he said.
Redmon said he also sees
education as a priority. While
he does not agree with all the
things that were done in the
education reform bill, Redmon
said he believes Kentucky
should and will have to do a better job of educatil').g its people.
"Funding for the regional
universities is important to me,
being a graduate of MSU and
all. Any issue that comes up involving MSU I will be there trying to help any way that I can. I
know how important Murray
State is to the West Kentucky
area,'' Redmon said.

MIKE REDMON
New kind of horse race

William F. Buckley Jr.
in

Lecture
Thursday, April 30 at 7:30 p.lll.
Lovett Auditoriulll
Admission FREE
• s ponsored by the Student Government Association
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OINT
EDITORIAL

University needs
lasting solutions

JON

FUTRELL
Steff
Writer

While the debate between athletics and
academics has subsided for the time at Murray,
the issue is hardly solved.
Currently, Western Kentucky University is
experiencing the same debate. However, this time
the "constituencies" are not being asked to just
c;lefend the team, their being asked to monetarily
support it. The decision there has been made that
they cannot sacrifice their academic integrity for
a heavy athletic lobby.
,Who are our constituencies? Are they the Jeff
Martins and the Michael Proctors or are they the
Paul Westphelings? As Murray State looks at its
graduates, it must remember those who are
graduating are
students, even the
student/athlete. We all deserve a strong academic
arena that lasts longer than a good sports arena.
Many watching the battle at Western say the
decisions made there will affect the whole
collegiate athletic world, especially for colleges
caught in Division 1-AA football. Murray State
administrators cannot let another school decide
our fate. It must listen to our "constituents."
No, the issue has not died. And while academia
has been appeased for the time being, Murray
State needs to look at long term solutions, or
other constituents like Westpheling, a successful
alumnus who cares about his alma mater, will
speak and revive the battle.

Tribute to comic
shows career
to be no joke

Public relations work
I

I

can Improve 1mage
Time and again, the image of Greeks are
tarnished, whether it be inter-Greek fighting,
drug and alcohol busts or just the general
"Animal House" stereotype.
However, Greeks are much more. With
philanthropic and community interests, many
Greek organizations provide monetary and
.human support that is both needed and
beneficial. In Murray, the Greek system also
provide students activities that promote social
growth and responsibility.
Unfortui1e.tely, much of what the community
hears is nothing but trouble. This can change if
these organizations put energy into working to
promote the good they are doing.
We encourage all to fill out the questionnaire on
page 10 of the April 17 edition of The Murray
State News . By identifying the problems and
solutions to the public relations dilemma, Greeks
may be able to grow and prosper in better light,
rather than struggle against a tide of criticism.
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LETfERS
Professor sees changes Reed_ed at Murray
To the Editor:
The called faculty meeting
on Monday, April 6, completed
a ritual at Murray State
University
periodically
performed in times of acute
financial stress. The ritual has
three distinct phases: in the
initial
phase
an
administrative scenario is set
forth to cut and maim the
academic program. A genuine
anger from the student body
and the faculty results; this
anger overrides fundamental
faculty
fear.
The
administration is shocked and
dismayed at the degree of
wrath expressed. The measure
of the administration's lack
of communication
and
understanding
of
the
educational function of the
University is clearly revealed
in their shock and dismay.
The administration has
misread the situation, and has
no prepared, manipulated
scenario to "manage" the
meeting. Afterward, the
president feels he has been
•lynched" because he has hac;l
to deal with such an
unpleasant and ungovernable
rabble who do not know who
their betters are.
In the second phase, a large
sum of money is "found" to
make cuts seem more
palatable. Promises are made
to seek ways in the future to
lessen the unbridled coat of
the athletic program . The
administration then puts out
the word that it has done all
that it intends to do and the
faculty had better shut up.
Actually, the administration
suggests it is doing the faculty
a service because it is •only"
cutting its salary. Plans are
made to get this word out to
muster faculty support.
Enterprising members of the
faculty, always alert for a
mere sign that a service is
needed by the administration,
develop motions to praise the
Herculean labors of the Board
andthea&mDristtatioa
In the third phase, a
carefully orchestrated, but
only about half-attended
meeting is staged. In this
meeting
the
shameful
performance of some members
of t h e faculty w as very
apparent: a line of speakers
rose to praise the efforts of
Caesar to discern what his job

was from the beginning. When
a few brave souls stood up to
question why faculty salaries
were being cut while the
athle tic budget remained
untouched, there was a brief
moment of unease, but one
faculty member, not once, but
twice rose to the occasion to
move adjournment. And why
not? The performance, as poor
as it was, went as planned.
Dissent, criticism and the
disagreeable was muffled in
front of the grinding camera.
If the votes were indicative,
the approximately 60 percent
of the faculty who did not
attend were too indi1ferent or
too pained to view still
another performance of the
ritual of sacrificing the
faculty;
this
left
approximately 30 percent of
the faculty who voted to
thank , congratulate, and
otherwise applaud the
administration of irrevocably
damaging the academic
mission and academic future
of this University; a paltry 10
percent voted, on a motion to
censure the despicable action
of this administration, but
against sanctioning the cut in
faculty salaries.
Murray State now emerges
as probably the only state
school to cut faculty salaries.
It is also the school with the
lowest benchmark salaries.
When pointedly asked what
action the administration
would take to restore this loss,
the president refused to
identify this issue as either
one of his priorities or
responsibilities; he said we
must look to the General
Assembly for increased
revenues (which probably will
not be forthcoming) and that
there must be a significant
change in attitude of the
General Assembly and the
"manner in which they
fund the comprehensive
University.''
Well, Murray state is still
"comprehensive," for its
athletic program which it
cannot afford is still very
much in place; but the faculty
has been done irreparable
harm, not just by the
administration, but also by its
own wea k and dispi rited
attitude that prefers to please
authority or lacks the will to
throw off its apathy and

assume the burden of
responsibility that goes with
authority.
At our sister school, Western
Kentucky University , the
faculty said it would not take
a cut, but that football would
be cut. However, a lack of
courage and co-opting are a
tradition at Murray State.
Thus, a portion of the faculty
voted a pay cut without
assuming any responsibility
for their action; they can now
tum over the entire matter to
the administration again .
Perhaps a third of the faculty
may thiri.k of itself as
overpaid, but that hardly
qualifies it to determine that
this is true for the entire
faculty.
It was more expedient to cut
faculty salaries than to deal
with the difficulties of
withdrawing from the OVC.
Such a decision is based more
on expediency than serving
the University's profeaeed
missioa But the fallout from
this action is already
beginning; the reputation of
this institution is going
abroad rapidly as a school
which prefers its athletic
image over the reality it has
been claiming for academic
excellence; this is an
unbelievably embarrassing
time to be a member of this
faculty and to recognize that it
is held, and holds itself, in
such low regard.
Beginning
with
the
administration of 1973-74, the
percentage of funds began to
be reduced for instruction and
increased for such nonessential
activities
as
athletics . Ever since the
Faculty Senate came into
existence, this trend has
continued. Murray State has
gotten into this sad financial
situation not just because of
the legislature, but equally
because of the attitudes,
practices and values of this
(and previous) administrative
decisions involving funding of
non-academic programs. If
any meaningful shift in
priorities or any meaningful
shift in attitudes must take
place, it is at Murray, not
Frankfort, that these changes
must begin and continue.
Charles Daughaday
Professor of English

When I woke up April 11 1
got a big surprise from
Headline News, a surprise I
would not find in that day's
Paducah Sun . It was about
the accidental death of Sam
Kinison. comic extraordinaire.
Some of you might hear
Kinison's name and think,
•oh, gosh, one of those comics
that screams because he
doesn't have anything funny-to
say."
You would be half right.
.Kinison was a screamer.
Several times throughout his
act he would let loose with an
"OHI OHHHt OHHHHHHl"
A. a former Episcopalian
preacher, he certainly had the
lungs for it.
But his delivery was always
funny, even if his topics were
DOt the same. Most of his first
jokes were homophobic and
sexist. Plus, he was a heavy
drug and alcohol abuser. You
could laugh your butt off and
later realize your own views
differed from his.
As time passed, Kinison
matured. He phased out the
gay and women jokes and did
charity work for groups trying
to fight AIDS. He coached the
winning team in the first MTV
Rock 'N' Jock Softball
Challenge, another charity
fundraiser.
Some people continued to
denounce Kinison for past
views. Instead of getting mad,
he mentioned those people in
his act.
It was his act that made him
a big name in comedy. On his
last HBO special, he talked
about such topics as rappers,
serial killers, cable television
and jilted lovers. It was funny,
fast moving and very true.
Kinieon had tried to branch
out. His music career is best
known for his "Wild Thing"
video. With Kinison and a
surgically-endowed Jessica
Hahn surrounded by the
biggest names in heavy metal,
it was hilarious, surprisingly
muaical and heavily requested

o:aMTV.
His acting career was not
too bad either, although ' he
uaually played the same
screaming character. He
played an intimidating history
pofe8801' in the movie Back
School, starring mentoi
R.dney Dangerfield.
On the television he raised
seme eyebrows with an
a,pearence on Saturday Night
Live and played Al's guardian
a:agel on an uproarious
Christmas Married ... with
Clildren. He was on his way
to a full-time acting career as
Tim Matheson's alter ego oJ\
Fox's Charlie Hoover before
low ratings killed that show. ,•
Before he died, Kinisott
lclcked his drug and alcohol
habits and started to settle
down. Six days before he
he married his longtim.S
girlfriend , Malika Souiri:
Whom be led to the stage on a
leash in his final HBO
appearence and was injured
hil fatal car wreck.
:
But now all that is gone
thanks to some 17-year-old
who thought he
waC
invincible, thought nobodx
cold touch him in his pick-UP.
track going 100 miles per hQtU
in the desert. BUT NO, HE
WASN'T INVINCIBLE! HE
DIDN'T CARE ABOU~
IDMSELF OR ANYONE
ELSE ON THE ROAD! H»
TRIED TO PASS ONE CAB
TOO MANY! HE HI'i
KlNISON AND NOW THE
OOMIC'S DEAD! OHI OHHHt
OHHHHHI
Sorry. I got to thinking
about Kinison and figured that
il how he would have put it.

to

died:
m
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Will my diploma get me a job?
By Lori Shain

Poor job market concerns grads
For many students, a college
diploma is the door to the real
world. It is the end of a long
journey filled with anticipation
of finding their dream job.
However, for college students
· today, the dream may be a delu·
· sion. Because of the changing
job market, students and
' graduates are finding it more
difficult to get a job in their
field of study as they are facing
' the tightest job market since
the early '80s.
· Lisa Havenstrite, coordinator
~ of the cooperative education
program at Murray State
University, said this is one of
the worst job market situations
she has seen.
• "The job market is definitely
:down. What is happening is
, employers are skimming the
•best of the best," Havenstrite
said.
~ According to statistics in a
special spring 1992 "Life After
.C o 1 1 e g e ' ' e d i t i o n o f
·Cosmopolitan magazine, in
~1990 for every 100 campus in·
terviews there were 27 second
interviews and just 13 job offers. Things look even more
bleak for 1992.
. As we continue to hear about
companies that are laying off
:employees, phasing out jobs
and doing overall restructuring
~of the firms, we will see a job
market that is not decreasing,
,however, simply not growing.
The result is there are more
workers than there are jobs,
making way for employers to
choose only the best qualified
workers and leave the rest.
Ross Meloan, director of
placement services, said the
key to beating a slacking job
market is preparation. He said
the students who have made
the right contacts, have their
resumes ready and have begun
early in the preparation process
are the most successful.

UNEMPLOYMENT
LINE

-

J

Illustration by MARK ADAMS
"If they are out there doing
all the right things . ..these are
the people who are going to be
successful.
"MSU's success is based on
the students' success. If they're
not successful, then we're not
successful," he said.
Meloan said the average time

had no responses.
"The opportunities are pretty
bad now especially in
marketing. These are tough
situations and I am concerned,''
he said. "It makes me more
likely to go to more school."
These concerns hit harder
when there is a family to sup·
port, said Chris Thompson, a
junior art major from
Louisville. "I am very concern·
ed about the job market situa·
tion especia1Iy now that I have
a child to support.
"I know that when I get out of
school there may not be many
jobs available and that makes
me very concerned," he said.
Karl Tompsen, a senior music
major from San Antonio, Texas,
said he is not too worried about
the lack of jobs when he
graduates.
"The job market is slim, but 1
am going to put off my worries.
I am going to graduate school,
and since we know things work
cycliclary, hopefully the
economy will be on the flip side
of things when I get out," he
said.
Graduate school is also the
temporary answer to the lack of
jobs for Lisa Ann Samples, a
senior recreation major from
IJ
Madisonville.
"I have two more years of
graduate school before I have to
get out there, but my fiance will
have to get his doctorate before
he can really do anything," she
said.
''He's made contacts and done
things to get in there and get
started though,'' she said. "The
placement office has been
helpful to him.''
The placement services and
cooperative education experiences do offer some hope to
students. Meloan said nearly 60
percent of all students who participate have a job in hand
when graduation time rolls
around.
·

for a student to get a college
education is 5.2 years.
However, nationwide nearly 70
percent of all new jobs in the
'90s will be service oriented
jobs, and in Kentucky, only 30
percent of new jobs will require
a college education and beyond.
Many MSU students are asking

themselves if t he time and effort is really worth it.
Scott Roehr, a senior
marketing major from
Evansville, Ind., said he is very
concerned about the job market
situation. "I know the job
market is pretty bad. I've applied for co-ops and so far have

Lost jobs gone forever
May grads fear difficulty in finding jobs
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When the 1992 college
graduates walk down the aisle
with diploma in hand, they will
be heading out into the worst
job market in 20 years.
According to a national
survey by Northwestern
University, 47 percent of the
259 corporations surveyed are
planning to decrease their hiring at the bachelor's degree
level. To make matters worse,
this year's graduates will have
to compete with experienced
workers who have been laid off
and those among last year's
22,340 graduates in the state
who have yet to find a job.
At the end of 1991, Ken·
tucky's unemployment rate
was 7.4 percent, up from 5.8
percent in 1990. Ed Blackwell,
the state's chief labor market
analyst, said in an article ap·
pearing in the Courier-Journal,
49,000 jobs were lost during
that time, marking a 20 year
high.
However, economists say the
problem runs deeper than the their jobs because of displacehigher unemployment rates. ment take part-time work temThe recession is partly to porarily as they continue to
blame, they say, forcing more look. ' In January, statistics
. and more c9mpanies to cut costs show that 6.7 million
by cutting their work forces.
Americans with part-time jobs
This means many of the lost wanted full-time positions.
jobs will never return, and
In total, 16.7 million
fewer jobs will be created in the Americans are seeking fullfuture that require minimal time employment but cannot
education with decent pay. Ac- find it. flowever, even in times
cording to the Bureau of Labor of high unemployment, jobs
Statistics, between 1985 and that pay less than $6 per hour
1989, 4.3 million Americans or require special skills are diflost jobs because of moving or ficult to fill.
reducing the work force.
According to the Courier
Many of these people who lose Journal, graduates of nursing
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and other se&rments of the
health care industry "'ill easily
find jobs. Employment opportunities will also be abundant
for engineer and mathematics
graduates.
Opportunities in accounting
still exist, although firms are
seeking only half the candidates compared with 1991.
Business graduates may also
find it hard to get an entry level
position. As a shield, many
students return to graduate
school hoping for better employ·
ment opportunities in the near
future.

A closer look at issues in the news

Creativity
key to job
searching
Amazingly enough, even
in tough times there are
jobs to be had, it simply
takes an agressive job
hunter to find them.
There are a few basic job
hunting tips any place·
ment office would give u
new graduate seeking
employment.
However, contrary to
popular belief, the Help
Wanted ads appearing in
the classifieds won't do
the trick. It seems only 3
percent of all available
openings _a re advertised,
and many are fllled before
the ad even gets into the
paper.
When hunting for a job,
placement offices all over
say creativity is the key.
Even when there appears
to be no entry-level jobs
around, by following leads
and doing some footwork ,
an opening can be had.
Lisa Havenstrite, coordinator of the cooperative
education program at
Murray State University,
~ Said she read an in·
teresting story about
creativity in one job
hunters' experience. She
said, in the article, a male
who was searching for a
job rented the side of a
trailer of a truck traveling
across the United States.
Although this tactic
might work for some people, not everyone has to go
to the extreme to find
employment. Ross
Meloan, director of the
placement office, said
prior planning is the way
to find a job. Beginning
early and participating in
the co-op and intern pro·
grams available in college, he said, will make a
big difference in the way a
prospective employer will
view someone looking for
a job.
Smaller firms or companies may also be an option for consideration.
Since smaller companies
do not centralize
recruiting as larger companies would, getting a
foot in the door may be
much easier, not to men·
tion fewer executive levels
to cut through.
The Courier~Jou rnal
recently published a few
tips for finding a job. They
included tailoring
resumes to specific job
openings while explaining
why you are qualified for
the job. One thing to
remember, however, is the
person screening ap·
plicants will look for any
reason to reject an application. If something is miss·
ing on the application the
employer asked for, it will
be set aside. This is also
true if mistakes are found
in a resume.
The same article also
pointed out the need to be
prepared to get more
education or training.
Many companies consider
it a risk to bire unskilled
workers.
Other ideas to consider
are scanning newspapers
and local magazines for
articles mentioning area
companies' activities that
could possible lead to
employment opportunities, telephoning the
Chamber of Commerce for
listings of local businesses
and nonprofit orginiza.
tions, and telling everyone
that you are job hunting.

·
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Prof named dean
NMU hires Slimmer for fall

By KATHY EIDSON
Reporter

Photo by JAMES G. LOCKWOOD

ANOTHER BRICK IN THE WALL
A wall of bricks was found constructed In the entrance to
the dean 's office In the College of Science Thursday morn·
lng. Nothing was taken from the office. Captain Carl Martin
with public safety said the Incident was probably just a
prank but Is still under Investigation.

A Murray State University
professor in the department of
home economics was named
dean of the School of
Technology and Applied
Sciences at Northern Michigan
University in Marquette.
Virginia Slimmer was
selected from approximately 70
applicants for this position.
"I am very pleased," Slimmer
said. ''I feel it's an honor and I
know it will be a wonderful op·
portunity and a challenge - I
do like challenges."
Slimmer will be heading
several different areas, such as
aviation, electronics, occupa·
tional studies and consumer
and family studies.
"We'll do a lot of service in
terms of contracts, working
with business and industry,
providing education and updating for individuals in that
area,'' Slimmer said.
Slimmer has an extensive
higher educational
background.
She has a bachelor's degree in
vocational home economics and
art and a master's degree in in·
terior design and clothing.

Slimmer also has an educa·
tiona! specialist. degree in
supervision and a doctorate of
philosophy in higher education.
In addition to being involved
with the International Federa·
tion of Home Economics, Slim·
mer has represented her
organizations in many other
countries.
"I have been in China with
the All-China Women's Federa·
tion, a keynote speaker for the
conference of the Home
Economics Association of /
Australia, spoke at the Univer·
sity of the South Pacific in
Suva, Fiji, and made presents·
tiona at international con·
ferences in Ireland and
Sweden," Slimmer said.

"I also am involved with a
family corporation, which is a
1,000-acre farm, in Kansas,''
Slimmer said.
"I managed the farm for a
number of years before I return·
ed to school as a sophomore and
found out how wonderful it is to
learn again in an educational
setting," Slimmer said. "This is
what led me to getting the
degrees I did and setting some
goals that I have set."

:Movies open whole new world
•

:By ROBIN CARTER
~Reporter

: Tina Wagner, a senior music education·
piano major from Chandler, Ind., can sell
you a ticket guaranteed to take you almost
,anywhere you want to go:
• What's the going rate for a ticket like
that these days?
P1·actically nothing if you buy it at the
Curris Center Theater.
Wagner sells tickets every Wednesday at
lhe movie theater that offers ~lUh~om·
forts of other theaters but for mucli'C'Iieiiper
•prices. Food services even sup'plies drinks,
candy bars and fresh, buttered popcorn.
Chris Pendley, chairman of film and
•video on the University Center Board, does
•all the programming for UCB movies.
Pendley decides what movies will be
shown, schedules them and even helps
make the movie posters that advertise the
weekly movies.
t
Even though the seats are cheap, $1.50 is
.the most you have to pay with an MSU ID
card, the movies are expensive to show.
"Big name movies cost anywhere from
$700 and up," the senior music major from
Madisonville said.

"We're not losing money.
We're just not making
any."
-Chris Pendley

How can blockbuster hits be affordable if
tickets are so cheap?
Pendley said UCB has a budget, and
some of that money is allocated for movies.
"We're not losing money," Pendley said.
"We're just not making any." He said
money made at the ticket window replaces
budget money used to show the movies.
Pendley said attendance to the movies is
usually low despite sucli low ticket prices.
"What hurts a lot is vioeo:·• Pendley said.
He said videos come out so quickly after
movies hit the box office that it is easier for
people to rent a movie and watch it at
home.
For other people there is still nothing
like watching a movie on the big screen.
Occasionally, .a movie will be a sell-out.

CONGRATULATIONS
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on Gre~t Performances in
ALL CAMPUS SING
Love, the Sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha

BRA
LEE SANDERS
Thank You
for all your help with

All-Campus Sing!
The sisters of

Alpha Delta Pi

Congratulations
for Gree.k Woman ,
oftheYear!
Weare proud
of you!

"The only movie that I know of that we
made money off of is Pretty Woman. Silence
of the Lambs was close,'' Pendley said.
Pendley said UCB is not in the movie
business to make money but to provide student entertainment.
"Some schools don't even charge for the
movies they show," Pendley said.
Pendley said he does not think budget
cuts will affect the Wednesday night
movies but will probably hurt Cinema International, which he also supervises.
"Cinema International will probably be
affected by about $500,'' Pendley said of
the free movies shown from countries
around the world.
Pendley is already working on next
semester's list of top name movies.
~rese are not set in ~h>'l!·" ftfdle_y
Next semesters movies may include The
Hand that Rocks the Cradle, Prince of
Tides, The Last Boyscout, Fried Green
Tomatoes, Wayne's World and possibly Bat·
man Returns, which is scheduled for
release this summer. JFKwill be shown at
special times Nov. 20 and maybe Nov. 21.

Congra~u[a-tions

_A_~ri
for winning
All Campus Sing.
Love, ATL1

..£o!J'e., 'lfou!r. duu't~ ln.

cl/-lpha

gamma. fJ::>Jla

SHARE AN AFTERm WITH
100,000 OF \OUR CLOSFSf FRIENDS.
Be a part of the famous -or infamous Kentucky Derby Infield crowd Saturday, May
2nd. B(.•sides tht• Run f'or the Roses, you can
watch athletes from your school battling it
out in the Derby Classic Volleyball Tournament. And if you buy your infield tickc.•ts
no\\' for $15.00, you 'll save $5 on the regular
admission price.•.
Crab your friends, find a car, and make
e1 road trip to Churchill Downs. Aj Cates
open at 8:00a.m. EDT. ...---~~~~-. ___
.
...._
Post Time is 11:30 a.m. CHURCHILL DOWNS"
Mumlj StRtt• UmH·r~rtv. Campus RvcrL'iJIWn omn.•.
Curn<1 Ccnt~..·r~ Room #i01. 762·6791. 8:00 - -1:30 M·F

Congratu

Tarl A. Tucker
for being

(ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION)
n
I(

'Dream (jir{ 1992-93 Of

''KENTUCKY LAKE HOME''

SATURDAY, APRIL 25 at 10:15 AM

Pi Kappa Alpha

FOR: Republic Savings Bank
AT: Lakeway Shores, Blood
River Inlet, KY 280 at
mile marker 8, ten
miles east of Murray

Congratulations,

Brian Harper
Sigma Sigma Sigma

Trl-Guy
We Love You!

• 4 Bedrooms, 2 Baths
• 2400 Square Feet
• Warm Wood Interior
• Fireplace, Stove Area
• 2 Modern Kitchens
• Freshly Painted
• Room to Garden
• Workshop
• Walk to Lake
• Great 2 Family Home
• Separate Entrances

Just far a -.nay enough to be the
Ideal location for this u:c:luslon.
And the time to buy Is NOW!
Tbls exceUent property will be
sold at absolute auction!
Opportunity Is knocking! So
make plans to see the property
today!

INSPECTION
Call for an Appointment
Terms: $7500 auction day,
settlement by May 25, 1992.
Broken register clients by
April 23. Call for requirements.

Don Erler, Auctioneer
Hall, Powell & Assoc.
1·1100-662-4255
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Center hosts conferences

Journalists
win at KIPA

~
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By HERB BANKS

Staff Report
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Student journalists at
Murray State University
won several awards at the
recent Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association meeting.
Kristie Helms, a junior
journalism major from
Calvert City, won first
place in the deadline
.writing competition, and
Leigh Landini, a senior
journalism and political
science major from Murray, was elected first vice
president of KIPA.
Jennifer Jenkins won
fll'st place for feature page
layout.
Second places went to
the staff, editorial; Brad
Crafton, sports news
story; the JRT 397 Advanced Reporting class,
best special section.
Third place honors went
to Michele Carlton,
Patricia Cash, Crafton,
Landini, Amy Lear and
Teresa Mays, continuing
news; and James G.
Lockwood, opinion pages.
Honorable mentions
went to Melanie Bucklin,
news story; Landini and
Lockwood, continuing
news; Amy Helm, per·
sonality profile; Cash,
sports feature; Scott Flem·
ing, sports column;
Sabrina Edelen, comic
strip or panel; LeAnn
Bucklin, informational
graphic; Keyla Martin,
house ad; Nancy
Williams, advertising
copy; and Mike Paduano,
sports page layout.

Reporter

Murray State University's
Curris Center has many
facilities that are available to
those who are associated with
the campus and to the general
public.
One of the many facilities the
Curris Center offers is its
various types of conference
rooms located on the third floor.
Jim Baurer. Curris Center
director, said on the average
one conference a week is held in
the Curris Center, whether it
be a small conference or a large
conference.
"When looking at the region,
and most conferences are
regional or state, there are not
many facilities in western Ken·
tucky that have the capability
of handling a conference,"
Baurer said. "We are about the
only place that handles
anything that requires more

than one room except the Executive Inn in Paducah."
No matter how big or small
the conference, the Curris
Center can meet all needs with
its five meeting rooms, two banquet rooms, theater and
ballroom.
The five meeting rooms can
seat 18 to 96 people, while the
two banquet rooms can accomodate 250 to 500 people.
The theater not only provides
seating for 325 people, but also
has a large screen available.
The ballroom, which is both
banquet rooms combined, can
seat up to 900 people.
Not only can the Curris
Center meet the capacity of the
conference, it is also rather af.
fordable for those on a tight
budget.
The five meeting rooms can
be rented for $15 to $30. The

two banquets rooms rent for

POUCEBEAT
April 14

$25 to $100. The more relaxed
theater can be rented for $50 to
$100 and the spacious ballroom
can be rented for $75 to $150.
The rent rates vary depending on whether the conference
is University related and if the
conference is a revenue making
effort.

9:32 a.m. - Donna Herndon from the alumni office •
reported two plants missing from Lovett Auditorium. The •
plants, keepsakes of Herndon's deceased son, were taken
sometime Saturday night or Sunday morning. Herndon
would like the plants, a 5-foot braided fig tree and an 18-inch
peace lily, .r eturned.
11:25 a.m. - Public safety officers assisted Murray police
officers in arresting a Murray State student on drug charges.

Murray State FOOd Services
can also assist in the conference
by serving coffee and juices or
catering a banquet for up to 800
guests.
Spring is often the busiest
time of the year for hosting con·
ferences, Baurer said, while the
summer is usually the slowest.
Shari Wilkins, Curris Center
scheduling coordinator, said a
conference can be scheduled
from one year to 24 hours in
advance.
During the 1991-1992 year
the Currie Center hosted 5,000
meetings.

1:38 a.m. - Someone reported a l'esident of Franklin Hall
was causing a disturbance. A female was found in the room .
10:13 a.m. - M.S. Stepto reported the theft of an Apple ll
GS computer from the Applied Science Building.
12:15 p.m. - Someone reported a vending machine had
been broken into in the old Fine Arts building. $110 was
stolen.

Aprll 17

Aprll18
4:41a.m.- A Jeep parked behind Waterfield Library was
broken into. The rear window was stolen and a fire extinguisher was sprayed inside.

1

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled
by Kathy Eidson, reporter, from materials available to
th'e public at the public safety office.
·
<

Congratulations

Groups educate others about Earth
According to literature sent
out by LWD, the EPA considers
Assistant News Editor
In celebration of Earth Day a substance hazardous if it can
Wednesday, several local catch fire, react or explode
awareness groups and when mixed with other
businesses participated in ac· substances, if it is corrosive, or
tivities held in the Wal-Mart if it is toxic.
The company's collection site
parking lot and across Murray
accepted typical household
State's·campus.
LWD Inc. of Calvert City of· waste such as weed killers,
fered a free hazardous waste household iMecticides, cleaners
collection for the residents of as well as art, craft and hobby
Calloway County in coopera- materials such as adhesives
tion with the city of Murray, and solvents.
Several displays set up in the
Area Recycling Committee and
Murray State University's Wal-Mart parking lot from 11
Center for Environmental a.m. to 8 p.m. dealt with com·
posting, recycling, worm
Education.
By PATRICIA CASH

culture, gardening, solar cooking, trees and books on the
environment.
The entire week was filled
with activities sponsored by the
Murray State chapter of
American humanics.
"Our students manned booths
disseminating information
about recycling and the red
wolf and had students sign a
green pledge to conserve energy
and water," said Roger Weis,
director of American humanics
at Murray State.
Weis said the group reached
their goal of 500 student
signatures on the green pledge.
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WARD'S LEATHER & J EWELRY
Graduation Speclal50o/o OffGokl Chains'::'.~
~"11111,/.:

• 1 Carat Diamond Ring- Regular $699- Now $499!
• Sterling Silver Pink Ice Rings- Regular $14.95- Now $8.50
• Everyday Low Prices On Sterling Silver Chains and
Charms, Turquoise, Crystal Jewelry, Western Wear, and
Indian Ceramics
• Framed Pictures- Regular $24.95 Now $9.95
Btl·~ Shapplng Center

4 Doors Right a Treos Do·H Center

S. 121h St. • 759·1616 • Monday· Friday 10 A.M.·6 P.M. • Saturday 10 A.M.·4 P.M.
••

Now taking fall reservations for
;
t
I

I

Alpha Omicron Pi

CStahles

would like to thank

Scott Ferguson

(3 minutes from Expo)
I

Rates $55 and up.
:

for all his help with

All Campus Sing

753-7702 or 753-6970

1~----------------------------------~

You've Earned Your
Degree. Now Let Us Earn
Your Loyalty.

!1.\

i ,,

Murray Laundry Center
Bd-Ah' Center between Storeys &

s~ Sewing Company

Are Finals Overload ing You?
Let Us Tak e A Load Offl
SAME DAY LAUNDRY SERVICE 50~1lb.
Monday-Friday 7:30a.m.- 5:30p.m. Saturday 7:30 a .m.-12:30 p .m.
COIN-OP HOURS Mondoy·Saturday 7:30 a .m.-10 p .m.
Sunday 9 a.m.-10 p .m.
759·2570

STUDENT LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT BOARD
I ·.

Be a part of this new organization
Learn to be a better leader
Help train your peers to be leaders

REQUIREMENTS

Starting
With Pre-Approval from Ford Credit
and $500 Cash Back from
Ford At Parker Ford
As a college graduate your loyalty
is important to us. We want you
to be a Ford Motor Company cus·
tomer .. .for lifl.
That's why Ford Credit is offering coUege graduates pre-.pproved
credit• plus Ford is offering SSOO
factory cash on virtually every
Ford or Mercury vehicle we sell
or lease.
All you need is to earn a Bachelor's or
advanced degree between October 1, 1990 and
December 31, 1992 . .. (you're also eligible if
you're currently enrolled in graduate school) ...
a decision to purchase or lease . . . and take
delivery by December 31, 1992.

Let the Ford College Graduate
Purchase Program's pre-approved
credit and cash back make it
happen .. .
... and we're betting that Quality
and Service will keep you Joyal
for life!
·P~pprov~J credit ~'-"< COLtcc(
rt-quirttS \'tri{tab/# #ntp/oym~nt
C'-1'
within /20 da.\•• ol whit:Te purehas•
~
~
or lttaSe, w1th a ulary suf/ici#nl
c
to cowr ord•fWITY b'vuv t;qM~~Hs
~
lind \'#hie/# poynt#nts. A prior
cndir Juscory i.r 1101 n•ceu11ry
but, •I ther• is on•. it maut
lfldicote paym•nu mad• a.s aaned.

.§'

2.75 GPA
Junior or Senior stat us by Fall 92
Two recommendation letters
from MSU Faculty or Staff
Must possess leadership skills
Public Speaking experience a plus

Applications available now in the ·
Student Organizations Office, 1st floor, Curris Cente
or they may be picked up at one of the
informational meetings

INFORMATIONAl, MEETINGS
April 27, 3-4 pm, Barkley Room
or
April30, 6.:7 pm, Barkley Room

Ford Credit Gets You Goin&

Parker Ford

Interviews for 20 positions on the Board
will be in the beginning of the Fall 92 semester
:·:·
··:

Lincoln-~ercury
701 Main Street 753·5273

Questions? Call Jennifer Young at 762·6953
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PUS
Alumni celebrate heritage
Herndon's hand says it all
By AMY HELM

Donna Herndon
Class of 1964

Assistant Campus Life Editor

Although a handshake often
reveals a person's character,
shaking hands with Donna
Herndon reveals a wide range
of things, from phone numbers
to ideas for; new projects.
"As things come to me, I jot
them down on my hand. Unfortunately, I am restricted to just
one hand. If I could learn to
write with my left hand, I
would have twice the space,"
said Herndon, director of alum·
ni affairs at Murray State
University.
Herndon said she began her
habit when she and her bus·
band were at Fort Knox.
"I was mayor of the Van
Voorhis community on post and
I was responsible for listening
to any complaints from our
residents," she said. "I always
had a ball-point pen stuck in
my bun. I found myself just
writing things on my hand that
needed to be taken care of."
In order to keep the information at hand, Herndon uses different colored ink, depending
on the event.
''I try not to use black ink too
often because it comes off easily. I color-code information,"

• 1960 graduate of Murray
High School

•

• 1964 summa cum laude
graduate of MSU
degree In biology

•

• teaching area In science
• master's degree In
guidance and counseling
from Western Kentucky
University
she said. "For example, during
Homecoming, red signified
things that had to be done in
connection with Homecoming
events, blue was day-to-day activities, green was Student
Alumni Association activities
and black represented ideas
that came to me."
When Herndon finishes for
the day, she copies everything
on paper that she wrote on her
hand that day.

Curris Center. All individuals who lettered·
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MSU Annual Student ArtShow.
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By ALYSSA HARVEY
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Because of interest in its Scottish roots, Murray State
University will have its first Tartan Ball Saturday from 8 to
11 p.m. as one of the activities planned for Alumni Weekend.
Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs, said the idea of
a Tartan BaH was a coBective idea.
"A number of people enjoyed the inaugural ball last year.
We were exploring ways to tie the Scottish roots into existing
campus activities," she said. "It (Tartan Ball) seemed a good
way to call attention to our Scottish heritage and have a
ball."
Murray State became interested in its Scottish roots and invited Wayne Murray, president of the North American
branch of The Murray Clan Society, last fall to the campus to
learn more about John L. Murray, for whom the city of Murray was named in the 1840s
It was then that Murray State decided to explore ways it
can identify more closely with its heritage.
Herndon said the MSU Alumni Big Band, which consists of
alumni and department of music faculty, will provide music
for the event.
"The Alumni Big Band donates its time so proceeds can go
to the music department," she said.
A grand march will be led by champion bagpiper Skip
Cleavinger of Bowling Green. Cleavinger will also perform at
8:45p.m. Hors d'oeuvres, provided in part by corporate sponsor Schwan's, will be served after Cleavinger's performance.
Herndon said people are encouraged to wear some item of
clothing or accessory made from a tartan or plaid. Murray
tartan, which is blue and green plaid, is available at the
University Bookstore, the Treasure House, Hoffman's
Nursery and Dan's.

RUBY KRIDER

WALTEA BUMPUS

DAVID REED

Drama instructor

Brookhaven president

Vulcan Materials president

Four MSU alumni honored
By AMY HELM

,Tartan Ball, Curris CemeEBaJiroom.

May7 .

Educational

Assistant campus Life Editor
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"I keep paper by my sink and
I write down the things that
have to be continued. I can
literally wash my hands of the
rest of the matters," she said.
"It feels so good knowing that I
have accomplished the things
that I get to wash off."
One good thing about copying
things on paper is that the
paper acts as a back-up.
"After I write on the paper, I
stick it in my pocket. Also, the

paper acts as a back-up if I flnd
my ink bas smeared,'' Herndon
said.
Herndon said she tries to
have clean hands for formal
appointments.
"I wash my hands before banquets and other appointments.
However, they may not stay
that way very long. If I have an
idea during the meeting, I will
simply write it on my hand,"
she said.
Herndon's hands are always
filled because of her job.
"My job is the kind that I
could spend 24 hours doing and
still not have everything completed. It is a people business.
There will always be more
things that require more time
than we have," she said.
Working at Murray State is
an enjoyable experience, she
said.
"One of the most satisfying
things to me is to see other people realize their potential and
self worth," she said. "Our
world isn't going to be better
unless we as individuals make
it that way. I haven't lost the
sense of wonder and amazement at human potential."

MSU's roots inspire
Scottish Tartan Ball

Four members of the Murray
State University Alumni
Association, who have received
the highest honor given by the
association, will be honored at
the MSU Alumni and Friends
Banquet at noon Saturday in
the Curris Centet· Ballroom.
Faculty, staff, graduating
seniors and friends of the
University will join alumni in
honoring Dr. Walter Bumphus,
Tony Di Paolo, Ruby Krider
and David Reed.
Dr. Walter Bumphus, '71 and
'74, is the p1·esident of
Brookhaven Community College in Farmers Branch, Texas.
Bumphus is founder and
chairman of the board of the
National Institute for Student
Success, an organization that
provides training for high risk
and disadvantaged students in
200 two-year community,
junior and technical colleges.
He is a member of the MSU's
Alumni Association Black Ad-

visory t_;ommittee and on the 65 years at the elementary and firm into the largest crushed
advisory committee of the college levels and is a former stone operation in the countryl
Kellogg Minority Leadership MSU faculty member.
by 1987. He sold the company
Project.
·
Krider is a member of the to Vulcan Materials in.1990.
A native of Princeton, he is Tennessee Speech and Drama
Reed serves on the board o
married to the former Aileen Hall of Fame, the National directors of Investors Heritage,,
Thompson, a 1972 graduate of Forensic Hall of Fame and she the Bank of Lyon County and
MSU.
was recently named Person of the Bank ofLivingston County.11
Tony Di Paolo, '67, is an the Year by the Paris Chamber In 1991, he made the large~
educational consultant, author of Commerce.
private gift to MSU in its~
and speaker based in Altanta,
Cherry Jones, Broadway ac- history.
~
Ga.
tress, and Shelley Long, actress
Reed and his wife, Vicki, have~
Di Paolo has addressed more of Cheers, are among her two children, Jessica and~
than 300 school districts, 200 students who have achieved
colleges and state and national professional and national David, and live in Gilbertsville.~
conferences and is the author of recognition. .
Nominated by the members of1
Have You... and Aren't You the
Krider lives in Paris, Tenn., the Association, the four reci-J
Mother of One of My Children?. and is married to Clem Krider. pients will receive plaques andHe has served as state coor- They have one daughter, Nancy their names will be permanent-J
dinator for specially challenged Krider Corley.
ly inscribed on the Associa-f
students in Head Start for KenDavid Reed, a member of the tion's Distinguished Alumnus.
tucky and has directed pro- class of '76, is president of Reed plaque.
grams for the physically Crushed Stone Company, a
The Distinguished Alumn:us !
challenged.
Vulcan Materials company.
Award is presented to reco~tze •
Di Paolo's workshop topics inHe completed his junior year the service of outstandm~
clude language arts, self- at Murray State as an accoun- alumni who have held responst- ~
esteem and positive survival for ting major, but was forced to ble positions and made signifl- %
educators.
leave school to take over Reed • cant contributions to their pro-:
Ruby Krider, '38, has taught Crushed Stone because of his fession on a national, state and :
public speaking and drama for father's death. He built the local level.
C

i
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More Morning News · ·- - - - - •
These are the percentages of U.S. newspapers
delivered in the morning:
34%

22%

1980
Source: USA TODAY

1992
Graphic by BRYANT. ADAMS

Rolling In the mud
:
auditions
•
0-A_
S_U_C_E_O_F_LIF
__
E__, Summer
Thirty-eight teams have signed up t~
The Playhouse in the Park will hold
Baby MSU

When six-week-old Madeline Sue Urban gets
older, she will not have any trouble remembering where her parents attended college.
Her parents, Robert and Sharri Urban, are
both students at Murray State University. Oddly
enough, Madeline shares the University's initials.
The name was chosen by the Urbans because they are attending college at tAinay
State.
Story on Page 9

auditions for Gilbert and Sullivan's Pirates of Penzzance, at 6 p.m., Monday
and Tuesday at Murray State University's Annex Recital Hall.
Directed by musical director Catherine Mallett and artistic director Brian
Craig, the play will be pperformed in
July.
Anyone interested in auditioning
should bring one prepared song. A
pianist will be provided.
For more information about this
audition, contact the Playhouse in the
Park at 759-1752.

participate in the fourth annual Mudbal~
Tournament today, in conjunction w~
Alumni Weekend.
:
Beginning at noon, teams will play!
volleyball in 10 inches of mud at the:
intramural field behind Winslow.
"
The tournament is sponsored by th&
Student Alumni Association, Honors:
Program, Faye's, University Store and:
•
Papa John's Pizza.
All participants will receive a free T-•
shirt and proceeds will benefit SAA~
programs. Prizes will be awarded to the:
winning teams.
:

..
~

~
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Hiking trails offer
sporty fitness fun
By HEATHER CROZE

~·

Reporter

For Murray students who
want to take a break, get
some exercise and enjoy
nature all at the same time,
there are several hiking
trails in the area .
Hikers, bicyc l ists,
backpackers, motorcyclists,
and off-road vehicle enthusiasts can all enjoy the
trails that are offered at
Land Between The Lakes.
LBL has three trails that
are used frequently by
hikers. The longest trail is
the NorthSouth trail. It runs
the length of LBL, about 65
miles.
"The NorthSouth trail is
usually only used by serious
hikers," said Nancy Kiernan
of the LBL Outdoor Recrea·
tion Department. "Hikers
can choose terrain and
distance to meet their
available time and needs.
The northern section of the
NorthSouth trail is more
strenuous."
Some of the NorthSouth
trail follows portions of old
logging roads and fire access
lanes. Numbered signs along
the trail indicate a hiker's
location. The main trail is
blazed with white metal
strips; all connector trails
are blazed with yellow.
The two other trails at
LBL are the Canal Loop
Trail, at the north end, and
Ft. Henry Loop at the south
end. Canal Loop is approximately 14.2 miles and Ft.

outdoor

~recreation
Henry Loop is about 26
miles.
Canal Loop is a system
which includes Barkley
Trail and four connectors, all
of which link Barkley Trail
with the NorthSouth Trail.
This trail begins and ends
at the North Welcome Station. On this trail hikers can
enjoy walks as short as 1.6
miles or they can go the full
14-mile stretch.
"We have no paved trails/'
Kiernan said. "People can
also hike on the facility
trails around the campgrounds. There is a small
paved trail behind the
visitor's center which is fairly well hiked.
Two smaller trails are
Hematite and Honker trails.
Both of these trails put
hikers close to nature.
Honker Trail covers only
five miles, but on a good day
LBL's resident Canadian
Geese can be spotted.
Hematite Trail lets hikers
view other wildlife.
Kiernan said that as summer goes on, the vegetation
grows up more and the trails
get prettier.
This Ia the fourth In a five-pert ..rtes
about the outdoor recrealon available
In the area.
·
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Parents plan future for baby
By TERESA MAYS
Senior Staff Writer

Her destiny was planned when she was born.
She will be Miss M.S. U.
Madeline Sue Urban, that is.
Sherri Urban said her six-week-old daughter
weighed eight pounds and two ounces when she
was born.
"We think she's going to have blue eyes and
brown hair,'' Sherri Urban said.
Sherri Urban said now Madeline weighs 12
pounds.
Sherri said Madeline was conceived after her
husband Robert Urban returned from California
during Desert Storm.
Sherri and Robert Urban have been married
for 16 years and have unique names for their five
children.
Their newborn's the initials were M.S.U., since
the Urbana attend Murray State University.
Sherri Urban is a nursing student while Robert
is getting his master's degree in remote sensing
in the geoscience department.
Robert Urban said he plans to get his doctorate.
''I also plan to become the oldest astronaut," he
said. "I want to go to the moon."
Robert said Sherri is the midwife while he is
the army major.
Before they came to Murray, they lived in
Houston, where Sherri Urban attended law
school while Robert Urban was a stockbroker, he
said.
Sherri Urban said they moved to Murray
because they wanted to rear their children in this
city.
They both decided to go to college, Robert Urban said.
"We're not going to college to get a good job or
make more money. We've tried that," he said.
"Now we're here to learn."
Robert Urban said they have found themselves.
"We don't want to make money," he said. "We
want to make sense."
Their other offspring are Liberty; Barrett
Michael William, whose initials are B.M.W.; An·
thony Stephen Urban, whose initials spelled
backwards are U.S.A.; and Robert Michael
Junior.

Photo by TERESA MAYS

Robert and Sherrl Urban, a graduate student In geoscience and a nursing major
at Murray State, Introduce their daugher, Madeline Sue Urban, to the University
at an early age. Madeline's shares her Initials with the University, while her
brothers and sisters share theirs with others.
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would like to Congratulate
;·:~
the new officers of Epsilon Lambda ·a

::·

President- Randy Prlvene
X1
D
Vice Presidents-jared Orway & Brent Carter
Secretary- Chuck Watkins
Treasuer- Todd Thomason
Sgt. at Arms- Drew Taylor
~ Chapter Reps.- jason Workman & Brian Buley ~,
Pledge Educator- Kevin Pataluna
~·· ·
Alumni Relations- Paul Clements
J;t.·
tc ·''
Public Relations- Toliver jolly
~;
p
Scholarship- jeff Cain
n
:
House chairman- Clint Paul
:, .
•••••••

Sunset Boulevard Music
DIXIELAND CENTER N0.7 • CHESTNUT STREET
753 ·0 113

Behind Papa John's Pizza

$1 Off Any Cassette Tape • $2 OH Any Compact Disc
REO. PRO:

REG. PRICE

EXPIRES MAY 8 , 1992
YOUR/////~.~~·-·
CAR STEREO SPECIALIST · CUSTOM INSTALLATION
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The Sig111a Phi Epsilon Alu111ni
Board Would Like To
Recognize

Of

The
Ke

-------------------------------------------------------ONE LARGE 14,.
SINGLE TOPPING
PIZZA

For

+TAX
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. Expires May 10, 1992.

Frat
First I

----------------------------------------------------

Congratulations
For A Job Well

Done!
-

l'

COMING SOON•..
MSU FINALS WEEK SPECIAL
All students receive 200/o off

any order at regular price.
May 4-8, 1992
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER.
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Groups work to change party image
By Stephanie Lush

Charity organizations depend
on fraternity, sorority support

Illustration by MARK ADAMS

Greek organizations on Murray State ' s campu s and
throughout the United States
are major contributors to
charitable organizations.
In the eyes of many, Greeks'
only purpose on campus is to
party, but to these organizations they are valuable assets
to the funding of charities.
Stacy Corder, philanthropic
chairman for Alpha Sigma
Alpha, said the time they spend
working with the Special Olympics and underprivileged
children is well worth it.
"Every year we teeter for 24
hours in our annual fundraiser
Teeter -for-Tots," she said. "We
take donations and sponsor a
Christmas party for underprivileged children with all
funds raised."
They also help out during the
Special Olympics each year.
Corder said they do whatever is
needed of them to help.
"We help with time sheets
and are buggers for the
children when they cross the
finish line," she said. " We like
to help and give them our
encouragement."
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority
raised about $5,000 for the Na0i ional Arthritis Research Foundation through the annual Mr.
MSU Contest. Mitzi Jones,
philanthropic chairman, said

"We donate all the money
raised at Mr. MSU after expenses to them," she said.
Michelle Jones, former
philanthropy chairman for
Alpha Delta Pi, said they not
only raise money for the group
through ADPi 500, but they
also send care packages to their
Ronald McDonald House in
Albequerque, New Mexico.
"We raised $800 through ADPi 500 and we also sent care
packages filled with tolietries,
coloring books, crayons and
toys," she said. "We like the
feeling of knowing that they
have our love and support no
matter how many miles we are
apart," she said.
Alpha Gamma Delta is the
number one contributor to
Diabetes Research , Sigma
Sigma Sigma raises funds for
the Robbie Page Memorial and
Theta Chi Delta contributes to
Cystic Fibrosis.
Fraternities on MSU's campus also work to help benefit
charitable organizations locally
and on a national level.
Sigma Chi fraternity recently
raised $2,200 for Murray
W.A.T.C.H . and Needline.
Mike Boisey, philanthropic
chairman, said Sigma Chi was
the primary contributer to the
W.A.T.C.H. program.
"The money we raised during

AOPi is the largest contributer
to this charity.

Der bY Days greatlY hbe ne fit
.d8
these organizations," e sa1 .

•

''We want to help the community of Murray by keeping the
money we raise here."
Michah Callough, philanthropic chairman for Delta
Sigma Phi fraternity, said they
try to do new and different
things to raise money for the
March of Dimes.
"We recently rafiled off a gift
certificate from Pockets for
gasoline," he said. "If everyone
would get involved and help
these groups, then they will
benefit from us."
Brian Wilmurth, president of
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity,
said these organizations always
need help through monetary
donations and volunteer work.
Some of the organizations they
help include the Special Olym·
pies, Shriners, Needline and
the Dream Factory.
"We try to help out wherever
we're needed," he said. "It's
worth our time if we can help
one person."
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity
kicked off their 20th annual
Kappa Week and will wrap it
up this weekend. Today at 3
p.m., on Cutchen Field is Kappa Fest events. There will be
volleyball, a dunking booth, pie
in the face and other events. A
dance will be held at Roy
Stewart Stadium beginning at
10 p.m.
On Saturday a picnic will be
held on the Intramural Field.

At 6:30 p.m . in Lovett
Auditorium they are hosting a
step and variety show to benefit
the Hopkinsville Children's
Program. Admission is $3.
Ronald Blyden, fraternity adviser, said the annual event
benefits children in the area,
Needline and the fraternity
members as well.
:·we donate to Needline,
children's organizations and
churches in the area," he said.
"We also sponsor a raffie at
Homecoming called 'A Dollar
for a Scholar' and hold lock-ins
for children in the area."
Sigma Phi Epsilon works
with the American Heart
Association , Habitat for
Humanity and Needline; Pi
Kappa Alpha donates to
Juvenile Diabetes; Lambda Chi
Alpha helps the Christian
Children's Fund, Habitat for
Humanity and Needline and
Sigma Pi raises funds for Multiple Sclerosis.
Don Robertson, vice president
of student affairs, said Greeks
at Murray State need more
positive recognition for the -1
charity work that they do.
"Greeks provide so mucn
community service, locally and
on a national level," he said.
"The amount of money raised is
phenomenal."

Illustration by MARK ADAMS

Greek man, woman honored
Thursday, April 16 at All
Greek Assembly Brian
Wilmurth and Bethany Hall
were named Greek Man and
Woman of the Year.
,
Each candidate was
nominated by a fraternity or
sorority other than their own. A
panel of faculty, staff and
students chose Wilmurth and
Hall on the basis of an interview and a candidate profile
sheet. The interview was based
on these areas: Greek activities, campus activities, GPA
and the interview itself.
Wilmurth, a junior accounting major from East Prairie,
Mo said just being nominated
for the award was a tremendous
honor. He was nominated by
both Lambda Chi Alpha and'
Sigma Chi fraternities.
"I was shocked to be
nominated," he said. "I was
overwhelmed when they announced my name, because I
did not think I would win," he
said.
Wilmurth said being Greek
has helped him get involved
and gain confidence in himself.
"Being Greek has given me
the confidence to go outside my
fraternity and get involved," he
said. "It has given me the
chance to meet new people and
to gain a sense of

Photo by TRENT REDMOND

Bethany Hall and Brian Wllmurth were named Greek Man and
Woman of the Year at All Greek Assembly Aprll18. Thla Ia the
most prestigious award presented to members of Greek
organizations.

responsibility."
.
Wilmurth is president of
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity as
well as Interfraternity Council,
two-term Student Government
Senator, Academic Council and
Student Life Advisory
Co111mittee.
Wilmurth said he would advise everyone to go Greek and
to get involved.

"Being Greek gives you a
sense of belonging," he said. ''It
will open many doors for you
and will help you when you
graduate from college."
Hall, a junior, biology/pre·
med major from Murray said
she was shocked and excited
when she was nominated by
Alpha Delta Pi sorority.
"I was really excited and

pleased that the ADPi ' s
thought of me when they were
nominating their candidate,"
she said. "This is the biggest
honor I've ever received."
Hall said she decided to go
Greek because everyone in her
family was Greek and they had
a very good experience with it.
"I saw what a good experience my family bad with
being Greek and I wanted the
same thing," she said. "It has
helped me learn to cooperate
with groups of people, which
will help me for the rest of my
life."
Hall is currently vice president/scholarship for Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority and past
rush chairman: She is publicity
chairman for University Center
Board, Secretary/l'reasurer of
Order of Omega, a member of
the Pre·Med club, Omicron
Delta Kappa and Beta Beta
Beta honor societies and a Summer Orientation counselor.
Hall said she would advise
people to go Greek and to get in·
volved on campus.
"I would advise people to go
Greek, because there are only
advantages and no disadvantages," he said. "You never feel
alone and you always have someone to share your problems
with."

Women
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Spring 1991
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Greeks help image with education, risk management
During the past year, Greeks at
Murray State have addressed the
growing concern of liability and risk
management and have worked to improve their image on this campus as
well as nationally.
Through educational meetings on
liability and risk management,
Greeks are working together to insure
that a tragedy does not occur ~n this
campus.
Dr. Don Robertson, vice president of
student affairs, said the Greek system
has worked well as a whole and has
made significant moves in reducing
liability.
"The new alcohol policy that makes
mixers 'dry' was a very responsible
and positive move on the part of the

Greek system," he said. "Greeks have
had an increased awareness of
underage drinking, open parties and
hazing and have made moves to
change their policies on these issues."
Greeks have been stereotyped as the
party animals depicted in the film
Animal House, which provides some
parents and citizens in the community
with their only image of Greek life.
Robertson said Greek life offers
more than just social advantages.
"Sororities and fraternities offer
leadership development, enhanced
educational opportunities, 8ervice to
your community, school and society
and the important aspect of sisterhood
or brotherhood," he said.
However, Jane Hall, Panhellenic ad-

=

visor, said there are things Greeks can
do to help themselves and the
University.
She said Greeks need to be leaders
in organizations, outside of the Greek
community that try to involve
everyone.
"Greeks have a responsibility to promote the University by making
positive strides in philanthropic projects and activities that present a
positive image of a college student,"
she said. "We need more activities
that will bring the entire Greek
system together to promote a positive
image to t he University and to the
community."
Panhellenic and Interfraternity
Council are currently working

•

:;p

together to plan a Greek Week for the
fall semester and to promote a campuswide philanthropic project.
Hall said Greeks also need to
publicize all that they do, not only in
The Murray State News, but also the
Murray Ledger & Times.
''It is up to us to get these positive
things published, so the community
can see the important services we provide to the campus and the city," she
&aid. ''We also need to promote the
university and to show off the positive
things on campus and in the community that we do."

Jim Baurer, director of the Currie

Center is very involved with the
Greek system. He said over the past

10-12 years the Greek system nas
changed tremendously.
"The University is here to support
the Greek system, to help them not to
control them as long as they work
within the rules and regulations," he
said. "We must protect ourselves, the
advisers and the individual membe111
of these organizations."
•
Baurer agreed that the Greek
system at Murray State was makinj
great strides to better Greek;, life ana
to reduce the risk of liability.
j

•

" ThP attitudes at Murrav State ar~
chnugmg," h~ Guid . ...fhcj • at·e realiting we are not trying to kill the Greek
system, but to preserve it and make it
strong."
:
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
MSU to host
competition

Students·show
senior artwork
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Arts and Entertainment Editor

As the days until the
semester ends tick by, many
/ students find they are more
busy now and still have more
work to do.
Two Murray State University
students have artwork exhibited in the Eagle Gallery to
complete their graduation
requirements.
Delores G. Vinson, a senior
art education major from Murray, is exhibiting three types of
work . Her gelatin silver
I photographic prints deals most, ly with textures of rock, ice and
1 rust.
l Her chalk pastel drawings
, concentrate on natural forms
and organic shapes with studies
of wood and the figure. She also
has functional ceramics as part
of her exhibit.
Vinson said she also does
paintings and drawings. She
said her inspiration comes
spontaneo1,1sly.
"Sometimes it comes into my
head. Someti~es I just look at
something and know what I
want to do," she said.

r

•
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Vinson said she wants to
teach art education in grades
'
kindergarten through 12.
"I'm trying to find a job near
here,, she said:
Julie A. Leachman, a senior
art education major from
Louisville, is exhibiting portraits of herself as seen through
the eyes of other people.
Leachman said she enjoys
drawing.
Leachman said she also e'njoys printmaking.
Leachman said her favorite .
subject for her art is people
because she can use pencil and
chalk pastels to help her find
their souls.
''I use people as my subject
matter because I feel I can get
an intimacy with people that I
cannot get with inanimate objects," she said. "People have
souls. Inanimate objects have
no meaning to me."
Eagle Gallery is open from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday and 1 to 4 p.m. Sunday.
Admission is free to both exhibits. The exhibits will be
shown until Sunday.

By TONY KENDALL
Reporter

Photo by TRENT REDMOND

CALL OF THE WILD
Thla clbachrome print entitled Escape was done by Timothy Scarbrough, a senior graphic
arts major from Springfield, Tenn. His work will be featured In the Currls Center Gallery
until Sunday.

Twenty-six of the best piano
players in grades 5-12 from four
states will be on campus to compete · in the Comtemporary
Keyboard Recitial May 2.
The recital is a solo competition that will feature music
composed in the 20th century.
"We sent out notices to music
teachers in the area and they
selected the students who will
participate. The students will
be divided into three groups
and judged based on the degree
of difficulty of the piece of
music that they play," said Dr.
Richard Scott, associate professor of music and coordinator
of the competition.
"The winner in each category
will receive a first place trophy
and everyone gets a written
evaluation of their performance," Scott said.
"lt is also a great educational
opportunity for the students as
they get to perform in front of
an audience," he said.
Dr. :::>teven Hrown, associate
professor of music, is the judge.
The competition will be from
10 a.m. until about 1 p.m.
It will be in Farrell Recitial
Hall in the Fine Arts Annex.
Admission is free·

..

TWo seniors prepare to sing in required recital
By LORI SHAIN
Staff Writer

Two Murray State University
music students are scheduled to
give their senior recitals. Karl
Thomsen, a senior music major
from San Antonio, Texas, will
perform tonight, and Tina
Esterle, a senior music performance major from Louisville,
will perform Thursday. Both
performances will be at 8 p.m.
• in Farell, Recital Hall in the
• Fine,..A'f£8 B ilding:
Thomsen, 26, will be performing seleCtions from different
periods and styles with pieces
: in Italian, French, German and
~ English. He will be accom-

panied by Marie Taylor and
will be assisted by his' sister, a
soprano and 1989 graduate of
MSU, Kathleen Thomsen, as
well as D. Scott Fergeson on the
· .
piano.
He said he has always been
interested in music, however,
he studied philosophy at Trinity University in San Antonio,
then took some classes at the
University of Texas and at
Austin Community College in
Texas oefore comiDg tO: :MSt1.
"I decided to get into music
because I have always had an
interest in it and philosophy
didn't have much use except for
law school.

"I heard of MSU because of
Dr. Booth Chamberlain and I
came up here to study with
him," Thomsen said.
After graduation, Thomsen
will fill a graduate assistantship in conducting at the
University of Northern Iowa
where he will get his master's
degree.
"Eventually I will get my doctorate in conducting. My goal is
to be a conductor," he said. "I
love opera and huge compositions using both the vocal and
choral mediums."
Thomsen said he is ready to
leave Murray.
"I like the tranquility and

peacefulness here due to
geographic conditions, but Murray suffers in the musical
realm," he said.
"While 1 have been here
though, Kay Bates has been a
profound existence in my life
furthering me in music and
academia," he said.
Esterle, who will perform
selections in French, English,
Italian and German, said she
looks highly at the music faculty llere.
"I have really enjoyed the
music faculty at MSU. They are
very concerned about the
students' musical growth and

tWind enseinble prepares for last concert
JB y

DAVID A .

BUR NETT

ni Weekend, will feature con-

The Murray State University
Wind Ensemble and Chamber
i Winds will present their final
concert of the Academic year at
2 p.m.. Sunday, in Lovett
Auditorium.
"We are hoping for a big turnout,'' said Dennis Johnson,
wind ensemble conductor and
director of bands.
The annual spring concert,
held in conjunction with Alum-

cert artist, Paul Thompson, and
a world premiere of a composi·
tion written for the MSU Wind
Ensemble by Dr. John Steffa,
assistant professor.
The Symphonic Wind Ensemble, which per formed in
Carnegie Hall in 1990, will
open its program with The
Ronald Searle Suite, by Emmy
award-winning composer Lyn
Murray.
Paul Thompson, adjunct pro-

1 Reporter

Recital offers selections
By AMY GREWE

•
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CHRIS THOMPSON'S

ray State University in
1989.
"Stanley got his bachelor
of music from the University
of Alabama and his master's
from the Cleveland Institute
of Music," he said.
Dressler said both are
music teachers at the
University of Evansville and
also perform in the
Evansville Philharmonic Orchestra and the Owensboro
Symphony Orchestra.
The recital is open to the
public and admission is free.

feasor of flute, will join the wind
ensemble for a performance of
Charles Tomlinson Griffes',
Poem.
Thompson, originally from
Manchester, England, has
presented solo flute recitals and
performances throughout the
world.
"I know the audience will enjoy his performance of this impressionistic masterpiece in the
flute repertoire," Johnson said.
"We are fortunate to have this

consumate artist on our
faculty."
The first half of the concert
will conclude with a piece titled
Glory of the Yankee Navy by
John Philip Sousa.
Following the intermission,
the wind ensemble will open
with a complex work by Edward Gregson , titled
Celebration.
Concluding the concert will
be a work by John Zdechlik
called Celebrations"

Pied pipers to perform in unique
voluntary recital for community
Another difference is that it is
not a solo or senior recital.
Several pied pipers will be Dressler said the performers in
making music Wednesday at 8 the recital are students.
p.m. in the Ferril Recital Hall . "They are all students in the
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts flute class taught here by Paul
~uilding.
Thompson," Dressler said. "He
Dr. John Dressler, associate will be performing also with the
professor of music and assistant students."
In addition to Thompson, the
chairman of the music department, said this recital is dif- recital will feature freshman
ferent in that it is a voluntary Karen Wood, sophomore
Charla Chappell and junior
recital.
Eric Divine.
"This is not a requirement for
The recital is free and open to
them," he said.
the public.
By NARETHA TIMBERLAKE
Staff Writer

WORLD GONE MAD

their emotional growth," she
said.
"I have really appreciated
that," she said. "I was nervous
when I went for my heari~g i!n
front of the voice faculty, 'out
now I am excited and ready to
get to it. I am working on last
minute details for my recital,
but it's two weeks away and I
have to wait for it to get here."
The first time Esterle sang
was when she was four years
old. " I sang and played the
ukelele at an arts and crafts
show in Louisville...
"I sang Elvis Presley's Hound
Dog . . .when I began to sing

everyone started laughing,"
she said. "I have been singing
ever since."
Since then, she has played in
a rock band for three years,
sang in her church choir and
began voice lessons while in
high school.

"I went to the Governor's
School for the Arts where I met
Kay Bates. I came to MSU to
study with her," she said.
After graduation, Esterle said
she plans to attend the University of Louisville's Medical
School ' to study speech
pathology.

SPOTLIGHT
Alumni activities planned
A variety of arts and entertainment activities are planned
in conjunction with the annual Alumni Weekend festivities
today and tomorrow at Murray State University.
The Barbara Preston Exhibit, which is a 30-piece exhibit
~eatru·ing watercolors and oils, is on display until Thursday
m Wrather West Kentucky Museum. The museum hours are
10 a.m. to 4:30p.m. Monday through Friday and 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Saturday. Admission is free.
The MSU Dance Company will present "Dance Theater
11," the spring dance concert tonight and tomorrow night at
8 p.m, in the Robert E. Johnson Theater of the Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
Among the dances are many styles such as jazz, contemporary, jitterbug and salsa. Admission is $5 for adults and $4
for students and senior citizens or by season ticket.
The annual Murray State Student Art Show began April 3
in the MSU Eagle Gallery, fourth floor, Fine Arts Building.
Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday
and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday arid 1 to 4 p.m Sunday. The
show runs through May 7 and admission is free.
Alumni Association members and MSU faculty, staff and
students will be admitted free of charge to the National Boy
Scouting Museum today, tomorrow and Sunday with proper
identification. The museum is open 9 a.m. to 4:30p.m. Friday
and Saturday and 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. Sunday.

Demonstration to be held
Owensboro National Bank and the Arts: A Kentucky Investment - Part IV, a statewide juried competion organized
by the Owensboro Museum of Fine Art in Owensboro, will
feature a media demonstration Sunday.
The media demonstration, entitled "Three Dimensional
RleifPainting," will be conducted by Dana Tindall of Ludlow
from 1 to 4 p.m. Admission is free.
The competition will remain on display through May 13
and may be viewed during regular museum hours: 10 a .m. to
4 p.m. Monday through Friday, 1 to 4 p.m. Saturday and Sun·
day.

Cultural Events Held
Kentucky Center for the Arts in Louisville will hold two
events this weekend in Bombard Theater.
Philip Morris Companies Inc. New Directions Series: Erick
Hawkins Dance Company will be at 8 p.m. tonight.
The Erick Hawkins Dance Company will perfom a modern
dance of comissioned work, Killer-of-Enemies: Divine Hero,
plus two classics of the Hawkins repertoire New Moon and
Cantilever Two.
Midnite Ramble Series: A Walnut Street Revue, a stage
and variety show featuring local and regional entertainers,
will be Saturday at 8 p,m.
Admission for each show is $8.50 and $9.50 for a table,
$7.50 for a group.

,,
A glimpse into the entertainment world
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SPORTS
Track teams sweep OVC in outdoor game
By HEATHER KEITH
Assistant Sports Editor

The Murray State men's and women's teams
continued their domination of the Ohio Valley
Conference by winning both outdoor conference
titles at Eastern Kentucky University last
weekend. The two victories represented a sweep
of the OVC track season, as both teams had
already won the 1992 indoor conference titles.
The MSU men ran away with the meet, scoring
108 points to second place Middle Tennessee
State University's 59. Eastern Kentucky finished in third place with 54 points.
Head coach Stan Narewski said he thought the
entire team performed well at the meet.
"It's tough to pick out any one individual," said
Narewski. "We had a number of personal bests.''
Five Racers took firsts in individual events.
Seibert Straughn won the 400-meter dash in
46.32 and teammate Stevon Roberts won the
800-meter dash in 1:52.56. Several Racers won
field events, including Brian Church, shot put,
51-11 '; and Tony Krampe, javelin, 173-0. Chris
· Barber placed first in both the high jump, 6-4,
and the triple jump, 50-1 ' ·
The Murray State 4x400 relay team also won,
with Roberts, Straughn, Trevor Hamilton, and
Terry Harewood recording a time of 3:10.60.
On the women's side, the Racers tied for their
first-place fmish, with Eastern Kentucky and
MSU both scoring 74 points. The women came
from behind in the 4x400 meter relay to score the
points they needed to tie EKU.

114-6, fourth in the shot put, 40-7 •, and third in
the discus, 119-5.
Narewski also commended Kendra Hedlund's
performance at the championships. Hedlund
covered 13,000 meters in one day, finishing third
in the 10,000-meter run, 40:07.0, and fifth in the
3,000-meter run, 10:56.0.
"That really made a difference," Narewski
said. "That was a great performance."
The coach said he was also surprised by Jill
Doty's performance in the long jump. Doty
jumped over 18 feet on her fll'St jump, and finished the event in fourth place, with a jump of 18-6.

Race·r track
to cheer
BANKS

Narewski said the women had several opportunities to score in earlier events, but had experienced a few miscues which left. them trailing
EKU going into the relay.
"It seemed like an impossible situation," he
said.
The relay team also started out trailing, but by
Anna Cherry's third leg of the race they had
taken the lead. Felicia Upton finished the race
66 seconds in front of Southeast Missouri.
Tennessee State and SEMO aided the Racers

by taking second and third place in the relay
race, pushing Eastern Kentucky back to fourth
place.
Middle Tennessee finished third in the overall
women's standings with 64 points. Southeast
Missouri was fourth with 45.
Narewski said several members of the women's
team had impressive performances at the meet.
"Wendy Atkinson had a very good afternoon,''
he said.
Atkinson was third in the javelin with a toss of

The Racers' track season is not over, though.
MSU will be sending 11 athletes to compete in
the PENN relays tomorrow in Philadelphia,
Penn. The highly prestigious meet features high
school and coJJege athletes from all over the
country.
"It's one of the oldest relay meets·in the country," Narewski said. "It's bigger than the national championships, as far as crowd size and
intensity."
This is Murray's first time competing in the
PENN Relays, which will be broadcast on ESPN
at 1 p.m. f'ST. Narewski said he thinks MSU's
appearance in the meet could help with
recruiting.
"It makes our program look more attractive,"
he said.
The Racers will also be hosting two meets at
Roy Stewart Stadium tomorrow.

Baseball team splits week's games with two wins, two losses
The 'Breds' next three games
were
at home as well as they
Asalstant Sports Editor
The 'Breda split their four hosted a weekend series with
games this past week, leaving Eastern Kentucky.
Saturday's first game remaintheir record at 11-20 and 6-9 in
ed scoreless until the sixth innthe conference.
The University of Tennessee- ing when the Colonels picked
Martin brought a 27-5 record to up two runs. In the bottom half
Reagan field April 14 · and of the inning, the 'Breds, who
squeaked out a 6-5 victory over had managed only one hit so
far, picked up five runs on five
the 'Brede.
After trailing 2-0 entering the hits.
Pat Vize led otT the inning
bottom of the third, Eric
with
a single to left followed by
Greaser was hit by Pacer hurler
Schrand's
single to center.
Mike Eatherly. Mark Schfand
and Kurt Muskopf connected Jamie Rader then- reaohed INa&&
for back-to-back singles to right on Pacer second baseman Jay
field to set up Shane Witzel's Johnson's error. Murray strung
together three straight doubles
inside-the-park grand slam.
to provide the bulk of its runs.
The 'Breda looked to be in Mark Walker's to right-center
good shape to repeat their open- field scored two, Jason Saming day route of Martin, but a mons' to right drove in one and
three-run flfth inning gave the Lis' to left brought home
Pacers the lead for good.
another.
Barry McCallum (2-2) was
Kent Wallace (4-4) picked up
handed the loss in relief of the complete game win in the
starter Bernie Ysursa. Mc- 'Breds' 5-2 victory. He walked
Callum yielded just three hits two, struck out four and allowand one run while striking out ed no earned runs. For his ef·
three in three-plus innings of forts, Wallace was named OVCwork.
Mitre Pitcher ofthe Week.
By KRIS LAWRENCE

Photo by MEUBSA FARNUM

Kent Wallace (27) shined last Friday as he hurls one past an Eastern Kentucky batter to gain a
'Bred win over the Colonels.

In the second game of the
twinbill, Murray was simply
overpowered, falling 8-4. The
Colonels struck for three runs
in the first inning, one in the se·
cond and two in the third to put
the game out of reach early.
Starter Kip Ellington (0·3)
was bridled with the loss for
allowing six runs on six hits in
only 2113 innings.
Ron Spears assumed the Colonels' offensive responsibilities
in Sunday's game, but his efforts were not enough as the
~prevailed

9-8.

Spears launched a grand slam
to left field in the fourth inning.
He also connected for a threerun home run to left in the
eighth. The Colonels' only
other run came in the sixth
. when Brett Griffin tripled and
was driven home by Joe
Voglegesang's groundout.
Greaser provided offensive
power of his own with a threerun shot in the second. Murray
trailed 8-5 going into the bottom of the eighth, but a fourrun rally provided the winning
margin.

Racer teams prepare for next season Racers invited to
By HEATHER CROZE
Reporter

The Murray State men's and
women's basketball teams are
already gearing up for the
1992-93 season. Both teams
have signed players and are
now preparing to get their
squads ready for next year.
The Lady Racers have signed
three players and are hoping to
have at least two more signed
by the end of the week. The current signees for the women are
all high school recruits.
The signees inc) ude:
Stephanie Gray, guard forward, 6-8, Mayfield High
School; Amy Lassiter, forwardcenter, 6-3, Todd County Central High School; Jennifer
Childers, forward-center, 6-2,
Evansville Central High
School.
On the men's squad, nine
players have signed national

BASKETBAll
letters of intent with the
Racers.
Included in that nine are
seven recruits from junior college and two from high school.
The signees include: forward
Tony Bailey, 6-5, East
Mississippi Junior College;
guard-forward Marcus Brown,
6·3, West Memphis (Ark) High
School; guard-forward
Lawrence Bussell , 6-3,
Southeastern nlinois College;
forward Antwan Hord, 6-6,
South Suburban (Ill.) College;
guard Marcus Jones, 6-3,
Faulkner State (Ala.) Junior
College; guard William Moore,
6-0, Dayton Beach (Fla.) Community College; forward
Jeremy Park, 6-8, Marshalltown Gowa) Community

College; guard Kenneth Taylor,
5-10, Little Rock (Ark.)
Parkview High School; and
Center Antoine Teague, 6-10,
Rend Lake (Dl.) College.
In a press release issued Tuesday Racer head coach Scott
Edgar said he and his staff have
now completed their recruiting
for the 1992-93 season.
The Racers will be losing two
seniors from the team, Popeye
Jones and Scott Adams.
''I'm excited about our
signees," said Edgar. "I think
they'll blend in with our returning players and keep us in the
hunt for another OVC title. All
are athletic and have the
abilities we want in our program. We'll push them through
the transition period as quickly
as possible. It's going to be interesting to see who gets court·
time for us next season."
Along with the announce-

G!

The Top Dogs
Major League baseball teams with the most expensive and least
expensive hot dogs:
New York Yankees

$3.00

Baltimore Orioles

$2.75

Cincinnati Reds

$1.00

.Philadelphia Phillies

$1.00

Source USA TODAY

J

Graphic by BRYAN T. ADAMS

ment of the signees it was also
announced that Racer coach
Scott Edgar had his contract extended a year.
Edgar was hired last August
from an assistant's position at
the University of Arkansas. He
was originally given a four-year
contract that carried through
the 1994-95 season. The new
contract carries him through
the '95-96 season.
Edgar was the 1991-92 Ohio
Valley Conference Coach of the
Year. He was one of three firstyear NCAA Division I coaches
to lead their teams to conference championships.
This past season was Edgar's
first as a head coach. In a press
release issued on Monday,
Athletic Director Mike
Strickland said Murray State
has been blessed with the best
young coach in America.

NIT tournament
Staff Report

According to an Associated
Press report in the April 22
issue of The Paducah Sun, the
Murray State University
Racers were invited to participate in the NIT preseason
basketball tournament.
Murray State will take the
court against such teams as
Indiana, UCLA, Florida State,
Seton Hall, University of
Texas-El Paso, Tulane, and
Delaware.
Teams from Wagner Univer·
sity. Siena, George Mason,
Auburn, St. Louis, and Indiana State have also been
chosen to participate.
The preseason appearance
in the NIT will be the first for
the Murray State Racers.

Indiana, UCLA, Seton Hall,
Florida State, Delaware,
UTEP and Tulane, as well as
Murray State, were part of the
1991-92 NCAA Tournament,
with the Hoosiers going to the
Final Four before being
defeated by the NCAA champion Duke Blue Devils.
UCLA also met up with In·
diana for the NCAA West
Regional title, but was
defeated.
The actual pairings will be
announced at a later date,
though the first-round games
will begin Nov. 18-19 at
various campus locations.
Oklahoma State won last
season's preseason NIT by
defeating Georgia Tech, 78-71.

Racer of the Week

RACER REPORT

* lafe and Happy Hunting
Safety with firearems has become a nationwide concern. In recent years the number of
hunting accidents has gone up in the United
States.
Kentucky, however, has remained consistent In Its number of hunting accidents. Last
year, Kentucky recorded 15 hunting-related accidents, four of which were fatal.
This week's Th6 Mumay State News looks
at hunting accidents and their causes.
Story on Page 13
Kent Wallace

'Brads' pitcher Kent Wallace was
named the Ohio Valley Conference/
Mitre 'Pitcher of the Week after he
pitched a complete game victory over
Eastern Kentucky last Friday. Wallace
was named Racer of the Week for his
performance. The 6-2, 185pound senior
from Paducah allowed eight hits and
no walks, striking out four. He allowed
two unearned runs.
Wallace joined the 'Brads last season after transferring from SoUthern
Illinois University at Carbondale. While
there, he won an NCAA Regional game
against Campbell University.
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Winning season propelS
tennis teams into OVC
By KRIS LAWRENCE
Assistant Sports Editor

Both the men's and women's
tennis teams are entering the
OVC Tennis Championships
this weekend in Nashville
with highly successful seasons
behind them.
The men's team is currently
in first place in the OVC standings with a 6·0 record. and an
overall record of 16-3. Saturday in Memphis, it defeated
Arkansas-Little Rock 5·1 and
swept Memphis State 6-0.
Against UALR, Jimmie
Brooks was Murray's lone setback, dropping a 64, 7-6
match to Kevin Arias. In other
games, Martin Jansson
defeated Paul Brown 6-1, 6-3;
Doug Hawthorne def. Andreas
Nelson 7-6, 6-1; Jan
Fredriksson def. Danny Gon·
zalez 6-4, 7-6: Mike Hall def.
Billy Armistead 6-2, 6-1; and
Scott Yarbrough def. .Rich
Racchio 6·2, 2-6, 6-4.
In the Memphis State series,
Jimmie Brooks got back in the
win column, defeating Len
Cannell 6-1, 6-7, 6-0. Results
of the other matches showed

Jansson def. Peter Stromberg
7-6, 6-1; Hawthl)rne def. Brad
Perkins 6-3, 6-1; Fredriksson
def. Jaime Prada 6-0, 6-0; Hall
def. Brian Cox 6-4, 6-0; and
Yarbrough def. Sarkis Kish
6-3, 6-3.
Murray's women currently
fill the number two slot
behind Middle Tennessee in
the OVC standings with a 6-1
record and an overall mark of
16-7.
Eastern's women came to
town Saturday and were
beaten 6-3. The two teams
split the singles competition
with Carine Diderik, Heather
Donovan and Lana Allcock
picking up wins for Murray.
Diderik defeated Ann Carlson
6-0,.. 6-0; Donovan def. Kim
Weiss6-2, 5-7, 6-4; and Allcock
def. Samantha Roll 6-3, 6·3.
Eastern's victories came as
Renata Medeiros def. Amy
Hall 6-1, 6-3; Heidi Kallestad
def. Chris Granacki 7-5, 6-4;
and Amy Scott def. Kristi
Rydholm 6-2, 6-1.
Murray swept the doubles
competition as Diderik and
Allcock def. Carlson and

Weiss 6-4, 3·6, 6-3; Donovan
and Granacki def. Medeiros
and Kallestad 5-7, 6-3, 6-2;
and Hall and Rydholm def.
Roll. and Scott 6-7, 6·3, 7-6.
The women's tournament is
scheduled for today and tomor·
row beginning at 9 a.m. both
days. The men take the court
Sunday at 9 a.m. for singles
matches with the cloubles competition starting at 12:30.
Play will resume Monday at 9
a.m.
The favorites among the
men are Murray, seeking to
regain the title it owned
throughout the eighties,
defending champion Middle
Tennessee and Southeast
Missouri, led by undefeated
Raymond Schot with a 25-0
record.
Murray is also among the
favorites to win the women's
crown. Coach Stacie Mcintosh
looks for Middle, also the
defending champion among
the women, and Eastern to be
at the top of their games in
Nashville.

Two equestrian team members
to ride in national horse show
By HEATHER KEITH
Assistant Sports Editor

The Murray State equestrian
team will be sending two team
members to national competi·
tion at Morehead State University May 2-3.
Karol Wolff and Tammmy
N uthals earned the right to
compete in the National Horse
Show by placing first in Stock
Seat Equitaiton at the Region
IV Regionals at Middle Tennessee State University April

5.
Wolff competed in the beginning division, while Nuthals
competed in the advanced division. The top two finishers at
regionals in stock seat competition go on to the nationals.
MSU had 17 riders competing
in t he regional competition.
Riders accumulate points at
shows throughout the season to
determine who gets to compete
in regionals.
MSU equestrian team coach
Brian Terry said the team com·
petes three weekends in the fall
and two in the spring. Each
weekend the team will do two
English and two western
shows.
The team from the region

which gathers the most team
points during the season in
stock seat competition is named
regional champion and fields a
team of four riders in the national competition. The team
which compiles the most points
during the year in hunt seat
competition also sends a team
to nationals, made up of eight
riders.
Murray State finished third
in the stock seat division and
fifth in the hunt seat division.
Midway College was this year's
high point team in both the
hunt seat and stock seat
divisions.
To qualify for nationals in the
hunt seat division, riders must
first place in the top four places
at regionals and then move on
to zone competition, where the
top two riders in each division
move on to nationals.
Terry said the zone competitions are necessary to reduce
the number of competitors in
hunt seat.
"There are a larger number of
riders which ride hunt seat
than stock seat across the country," Terry said. "They have to
cut down the numbers before
finals."

''I thought we had
a good .season ''
-Brian Terry

Murray riders Dena Ayers '
and Andrea Woods both ad- '
vanced to zone competition this :
year. Ayers finished fifth in the
walk-trot-canter division, and
Woods was fourth in the novice
division. Ayers hnd placed first
in her division at regionals to
advance to zones. Woods was
fourth at regionals.
Tel'ry said he has been pleased with his team's performance
all season long.
"1 thought we had a good
S(tason, We've got riders just as
good as anyone in the region,"
Terry said. "I'm extremely
pleased with the team's effort."
Terry also said the team's
supportiveness of each other
has helped them succeed.
"They have a great attitude,"
he said. "It's one of the hardest
working groups I've had in the
last four years."

Outdoor sport can be dangerous to careless hunters
By EFUC WALKER
Sports Editor

While hunting can be an enjoyable activity for those who
appreciate the outdoors, it can
be a deadly one, as well.
• In 1991, a 16-year-old hunter
shot and killed his uncle while
hunting·in Polk County, Tenn.
• Just last week, Edward
Smith, president of the Tennessee chapter of the National
Wild Turkey Federation, was
shot and is currently in Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashville.
• Another gruesome hunting
accident occured in New York
last year when u a fathot
discovered he had' killed his son
while detlr hunting and then
committed suicide
Recent accidents involving
hunters have given way to a
new-found attitude related to
hunting safety measures and
precautions.

According to a report by the
Hunter Education Association,
138 people died in hunting accidents with firearms in 1989.
For 1990, 146 people were kill·
ed while hunting. Despite this
increase, many states have
seen an increase or steady
leveling in such accidents, as
well.
New York state reported five
hunting-related deaths since
the start of its deer season Oct.
19, though the average since
1981 is eight. Tennessee has
seen an increase, while Ken·
tucky has remained consistent
in the number of hunting
related accidents.
"We're (Kentucky) running
pretty level," said Mac Lang,
hunter education coordinator
for the Kentucky Department
of Fish and Wildlife. "Last
year, there were 15 reported
hunting accidents, with four be-

ing fatal. Kentucky usually
runs around 12 to 15, so we are
pretty normal."
Lang said of the four deaths
reported in 1991, the number is
two times what the figure was
in 1990. Ten of the 15 total
were deer hunting-related accidents, while the five other accidents involved different game
hunting, such as duck, turkey,
squirrel and rabbit.
The unusually large number
with deer hunting and firearm
accidents stems from the large
numbers of deer hunters in
Kentucky, a~ well as across the
court-~?§.

., ' ,,..

"The reason is that there are
just so many more deer
hunters," Lang said. "Also,
hunters are required to wear
the blaze orange, but there are
different senarios where
hunters do not wear it."

A Look at Hunting Accidents------Shooter's Age
Rifle· 41 .9%
e:J Shotgun- 43%
• Handgun- 1.7%
S Muzzleloader- 1.7%
0 Bow and Arrow- 1.7%
ffi Other-7%
II Tree falls, drownings, etc.· 7%
•

This is a profile of hunting accidents in the U.S. and
Canada during 1989.

AGE

percent this age

1-9 yrs.
10-19 yrs
20-29 yrs
30-39yrs.
40-49 yrs

1.7%
27.9%
20.3%
12.8%
14.0%

50-59 yrs

5.8%

60+ yrs.
Unknown

Source Evanavllle Courter

GraphiC by BRYAN T. ADAMS

Although the average turkey
hunter has 10·20 yeats of experience, accidents still occur.

Small game and deer hunters
range in different ages. "It's a
popular activity," Lang said.

Ho added the average victim,
as well as the shooter, in Kentucky is 20-29 years of age.

One Bedroom Apartment

Li(cBI

(Females Only)

$150 per month plus deposit
3 minutes from Expo
753-7702 or 753-6970

from

Congratufations to tlie
jo{{owing on tfieir new offices:

ThYOTA
ACCEPTS
DIPLOMAS
·m R CREDIT.

srrv.rD~!J{.rr .9f.£f{l!};{g{J

f4SS OCI.!llrri0!1{.
1(aren Pfaney- ~ecutive o/ice-Pre.si.dent
Steplianie Mu[[ican- o/ice President of
~c.ru.itment

srrf{lt])t£!J{.rr .!ll9vf'Bf4SS.!llt])o1{S
o-

Cliristy f£ic f:l wff- Secretary

AT!J £IPT£f£ SISPE1{S

Here's proof that your diploma is
definitely worth more than the piece of
paper it's written on. In fad. it can let

you into a wild, yet pDCtical, '92 Toyoti
Paseo. Or any one of our quality cars
and ln.lcks.
Okay, motivated coDegians. you can
now take advantaae of the incredible
Toyota Class of '92 Retlil Financing
Prognm if your diploma is from a four·
year college, graduate school or regi~r
tered nursini program. Even ifyou're

Thunder h eart
(R)

Man
Lawnmower
Man
(R)
Straight
Talk

Congratulations
to
'Betfi Licfi
Cfiristy C{ayton
for Varsity Cheerleading
We are proud of you!

lpha Gamma Delta
\

Tile Murray State News

SEE YOUR

TOYOTA DEALER

six months away from graduation. The
hot 8COOP: Your dream Toyota can be
yours for no money down and a OO<iay•
deferred payment! We offer you all this
plusJPtda/ CoOege Grad finanre rates

For even lower monthly payments, talk
to your Toyola dealer about leasing
See your ne<~.reSt Toyot.ll dealer for a

=

brochure with ,- CuD details and TO'fOTA lM:C
qualification

requirements.

CORPORATION
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SCOREBOARD
800METERS
Stevon Roberta
D. Phfipa
Trevor Hamilton
J. Urqlilatt
T. Menoher

Baseball StMdlngs
Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee

L

PCT .

10

5

.667
.571
.571

a 6
a s
a 1

S E. Missouri
Morehead State

a

Eastem Kentucky
Tennessee

Teen

1

8 7
6 9
3 12

Murray State
Tennessee state

.533
.533
.533
.4 00
.200

'Breds vs. Eastern Kentucky University
llt Reagan Field, Apri/17.

5
6

r

25 5

h

1

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

6

4

.o
1
0
1

0
0
1
1
1

I

I

Totals

ab

r

h

3

0
1
0

1
1

1

0

3

3

o
2

1

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

25 2

8

0
2

3
2
1
2
1
3

0
0

3
1

Rob Colvin
Chrta Barriger
Brian Binion
C... Dol
David Bratcher

9
8

bl

Marl< Schrand d
Kurt Muskopf 2b
Janie Rader rf
Shane Witzel3b
Mark Walker c
Jason Sammons If
Jim Us 1b
Dax Myhand ell
Jason Ksrem d'l
Brett Isaacs dh
Eric Greaser 68

4
4

2

1

1

0

2

0

1
0
0

0
1
1

1
1
0

.c

0

JAVELIN

0

4

2

3

4

Tony Kr1mpe
sam eontgan
Brian Church
&loDixon

13 8

1

1

0

0

2

0

o o
0

o
1
1
0
1
0
0

27 4

Totals

Chris Barber
David Stone

1

0

0

0

LONG JUMP

h

3
5
3

2

0

4
4
2
0
4
4
4

0
0
2
1
1
1
1
2
0
0

33 •

1

1

2
0
0

0
0
0

2

7

0
0

0
0

8

•

030
04X

(EKU).
E • Muskopf, Witzel, McCallum (MSU);
Rlchmood. Maynltld {EKU).
LOB· MSU 11, EKU 3.

ab r

0
1
0

1
0
1
2
0

Men's Team Tota!a
1. Murray State
2. Middle Tennessee
3. Eastem Kentucky
4. Southeast Missouri
5. Morehead State

1
0

o
0
1
0
0
1

8

Roland McGhee
James Soott
Dele Ekacl
Jamal carson
Glen Wolcott
Adrian Scott
Steve Wolcott

10.80

11 .3
11.38
11.43
11.60

11.65
11.83

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

41 .7
43 .0
46.32
46.58
47.21
4 7.53
48.75

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

3:10.60
3:12.25
3:14.0
3;15.40

1st
2nd

173-0
112-o
165·8

1st

1~

4th

6·4
6·0

1st
2nd

Roland NcGhee
Mlooh otis
Adrian Scott
Rob HoiiiDn
Chrla 81rber
Euatlce Isidore

~314

1st
2nd
3rd

23-10 1/4
23-6
22·7
22-6 1/2
21·2 1/2

3rd
4th

2nd
3rd

4th
5th
6th

TRIPLE JUMP
Chris Barber

50·1
47-11
47-4
43-3

MbWest
Eustice Isidore
Adrian Scott

1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

DISCUS
T. P8f1<el'
148-0
Brien Church
140·2
Nelson Wllllamaon137·8
H. Collins
130-7
Oreg De•v••
116·10

1st
2nd
3rd

4th

4

2

1

0

0
2
1
0
1
0

0
1
3
1
2
1

0
1
3
2
1
0

Totals

33 8

2

0

2

0

0

0

1
4

0
1

0
1

0
1

D. ...._

8:42.11
8:42.12
8:42.12
8:57.54
SI:04.39
8:13.11
8:20.42

R.Colvln
T. Menc:hlr
Cerl Dillard
B.Wrtght
Chrla Barriger
Nell Kiernan

1st
2nd
3rd
.....
5th

110 METER HURDLES
DennlsToote
Mlc:ho Otis
VIrgil Lucas
TomHarrp:Jn
· Tyrone Anthony
Mickle Skagga
Lyndon Hepburn

12 8

Eastern
312 010 1
Murray State 110 200 0

14.43
14.50
14.85
15.18
15.45
15.58

400 METER HURDLES

T. Hal'll*ln
Lyndon Hepburn
D. Toole
A. BatUe
E. Jolley
Eustace Isidore
M. Skaggs

51.70
52.32
52.92
53.28
53.94
54 . 0
54.51

1st
2nd
~

4th
5th
8th
8th

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
8th
8th

I

33:47
34:13
35:56
36:28
37:38

Womon't Ttam Totals
1 . Murray State
1. Eastem Kentucky
3. Middle Tennoeaoe
4. Southeast Missouri
5. Tennessee State
6. Austin Peay

tat
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

74

74
64
45
19
10
1

MSU Womtn'a Finishers

100 METER HURDLES
Latonia JacbOn
14.51
KoKo Rowley
M. Howard
Nattlan McGill
Alicia Glover

14.51
15.22
15.22
15.44

1st

2nd
3rd
4th
5th

200 METER DASH
Heether S1muel
Fellcle Upton
Yolanda Gwtey
Michele Ch8mbba
Angela Crawford
Jill Doty

oe..,lte the ~inful look on the face of Jimmy Brooks, he Is actuallv engry over a ml~
return and Brooks' expfesslons leave nothing to the lmaglnatlon. In a :recent match against
Arkansas-Little Rock, Brooks dropped a 6-4, 7-6 set to UALR's Kevin Arias, although the
team beat both UALR (5-1) and Memphis State (6-0).
The men 's tennis team Is picture-perfect In the OVC (6-0) with an overall record of 16-3.

400 METER DASH
Felicia Upton
Mlc:helle Chamblls
Tasha Whitted
Trllde Alexander
UndaBrewer

54 .0
54.30
54.80
50.41
50.57

SHOT PUT
ht
2nd
3rd

4th
5th

Charlene Cortez
Tonya Hills
Danlelle Leonard
Wendy Atkinson
Shonda BufOfd

1st

1600 METER RELAY

2nd

Murray State
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee State
Eaetem Kentucky
Middle Tennessee

24 .1 0
24.80
24.94
24.95
25.01
27.01

1st
2nd

3rd
4th
5th
13th

LONG JUMP
43-61/2
41·91/2
40-9
40-7 3/4
38-61/4

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

5th

800 METER DASH
Anne Cherry
AmyFb
Laeenna Powell
Leigh Wealhers
K. Unterreiner
Melody Helgerson

Jaoqul Brown
Ka1hy T aylof
KoKoRowley
Jill Doty
Heather Samuel

19-111/2
19-31/2
19-G 1/4
18-6
17-7 314

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

40-4112
4Ch41/4
36·5
36-3112
35-31/4

1st
2nd'

TRIPLE JUMP
2 : 14.50
2:15.30
2:18.10
2:18.20
2:18.52
2 :22.30

3rd

4th
5th
10th

3:43.16
3:43.82
3:44.80
3:47.54
3:50.20

1st
2nd
3rd

4th
5th

Jacqul Brown
FellcaUpton
Kathy Taylor
llffany FOfd
Treby Ma.tthewe

3rd
4th

5th

5000 METER RUN
Tess Woods
C8rena Wlntens

Karen Barnes
Rebecca Burnett
Jula Dalman
Monica Kooaman

4:41.75

4:43.75
4:46.41
4 :50.73
4:53.25
5:17.6

tet
2nd

3rd
4th
5th
11th

400 METER RELAY
eastern Kentucky
Tennessee StaiB
Mldcle Tennesaee
Southeast MII80UI1
Austin Peay

45.71
46.80
48.89
47.35
50.73

1st
2nd
3rd

4th
5th

HIGH JUMP
1st
2nd
3rd

Veronica Tipton
SueZytstra

KoKo Rowley
Stephanie Hawkins

'
1at
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
9th

BET THAT SMARTS!

1500 METER RlJI'..I

10000 METER RUN
Jeff l..JngWIIII
Martt StaufJer
Pal Brady
Jeff Smith
Chrt8 CeiTuel

Photo by JUD COOK

5th

SHOT PUT
Brian Church
51-11 1\4
Greg Deevea
47-5 3/4
Nelson Wllllemson48-0 1/2
H.
44-Q 1/2
Ter. Pawklr
30-0 1/4

7. Temessee Tech

bt

0
3
4
3
4
4

1

11

100METERS

3

h

108
59
54
48

Men 's Fln!sbera

0

Jim Richmond 3D
Ron Zullo a
Matt Maynard c1
Troy Coon dh
J. Vogelgesang 1b
Todd Allen 1b
Jay Johnson 2b
Brett Grlflin rr
Grog Gilbert If
Mike Minacef ss
David Minaccl c

4

1st

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

eo.n.

Eastern
player

MldcleTenne....

bl

ab r

2B- Us (MSU); Johnson (EKU).
3B • Greaser (MSU); Griffin (EKU).
HR • Greaser (MSU); Spean 2 (EKU).
SB • Muskopf, Rader {MSU); Richmond

bl

h

3

2
1
2
3
3

2nd
3rd
4th
5th
ith

3000 METER RUN

3
1

21 .38
21.61
22.08
2:2.23
2:2.28
23.02

1000 METER RB.AY
Muray State
Sauthea8t Mlaeourf
Eastern Kentucky

0

0
0

Results of the Ohio Valley COnference
Championships In Richmond at &8tl8m
Kentucky University, April t B.

ab r

3
3

T. Townaend

0

1

2
1

Eastern
000 401
Murray State 040 001

Murray State

3

Seibert Strlughn
T. Branch
Terry H1rewood
Stevon Roberta

1

2

2
1

TRACK

Mart< Schrand cf
Kurt Muskopf 2b
Jarrie Rader rr
Brian Taylor rf
Shane Wltzel3b
Matk Walker c
Jason Sammons If
David Potts If
Jim Us 1b
Eric Greaser ss
Ricky Chiem dh

3rd
4th
5th

1st
2nd

HIGH JUMP

Totals

4
8

4th

5th
8th

15:33.0
15:56.0
16.26.0
16:36.0
16:46.0

400 METER RELAY
Middle Tenneaaee
40.68
Southealt Mlaeourt 41.2

0

0

'81eds vs. Eastern Kentucky Unlversity

player

Mk:ho Otla
Seibert Strlughn
Terry Harewood
J. Carson
A. Page
Steve Wolcott

5
4
4
3
3
0
1

36 9

g

3rd

400METERS

llt Rosgan Field, April 17.

Murray State
Eastern

tat
2nd

200METERS

Eastern Kentud<y
Murray State

h

g

28 ·Walker, Sammons, Us (MSU);
Maynard. Johnson (EKU).
•
3B ·none.
HR ·none.
SB • Johnson, Gilbert (EKU).
E • Us (MSU); Johnson (EKU).
LOB • MSU 3, EKU 4.

3:54.93
3:58.60
4:01.29
4:03.12
4:06.39
4:19.1

SOOOMETERS

ab r

Eastern
0
0
player
0
0
Jim Richmond 3b
1
0
Matt Maynard If
0
Brett Griffin rf
1
J. Vogelgesang ell
0 ~ voAJil~ldtfnson 2b
Troy Coon ss
Ron ZUllo cf
0
Ron Speare 1b
Mlke Mlnaccl 88
Blake Barthol c

000 002 0
, Murray State 000 005 1 X
'

Nell Kiernan
John Ackerm1n

player

Totals

bl

Eastern

I

.579
.438
.512
.444
.415
.355
283

DaveHawea

Murray State

•

• Jim Richmond 3b
' Matt Maynard If
Brett Grffftn rf
Greg Gilbert rr
J. Vogelgesang dh
:Jon Kovnesky dh
I RonZuUod
Jay Johnso!' 2b
Ron Spears 1b
Todd Allen 1b
Mike Minaccl ss
Troy Coon ss
Blake Barthol c

22 16
14 1a
22 21
16 20
17 24
11 20
9 23

Eastern

bl

: Eastern

•

.513

at ReaQan F~e/d, Apri/18.

Mark Schrand cr
3
0
Kurt Muskopf 2b
3
0
Brett Isaacs 2b
3
0
Jamie Rader rf
3 0
Shane Witzel 3b
2
0
Mark Walker dl-c 3
0
Jason Sammons If 2
0
3 . 0
Jim Us 1b
Eric Greaser ss
3
0
Pat Vlze c
0
3
: Jason Karem pr · 0
1

player

7

PCT

Murray State
ab

T~tals

4

L
19

'Bf8ds vs. Eastem Kentucky Unlverllty

Murray State
player

1.5
1.5
2
2
2

W
20

Carl Dlll1rd
Joe Danaldge

2B • Greaser, Sammons, Ua (MSU);
Volgelgeaang (EKU).
3B • Griffin 2 (EKU).
HR • Johnson, M. Mlnaocl (EKU).
SB • Greaser (MSU); Richmond (EKU).
E • Witzel, Greaser, Huber (MSU).
LOB· MSU 5, EKU 7.

BASEBALL

Murray State
Eastern

TlmMencher

A.LJ.
GB

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

1500METERS

QY..Q.
W

1:52.56
1:53.60
1:54.50
1:54.70
1:58.03

4th

10000 METERS
Jamie Gorrel
Lea White
Kendre Hedlund
Stephanie Schmidt
&aBunee

39:37.0
39.50
40 :07 .0
41:48
42:13.1

1st
2nd
3rd

4th
5th

400 METER HURDLES
Taaha Whitted
Merjoria Howard

Alicia Glover
Stephanie Hawkins
Nalo McWIIama

1:00.97
1:02.65
1 :02.93
1:06.60
1:07.11

1st
2nd
3rd

4th
5th

JAVELIN
Dana Patlck
Tracy Edens
Wendy ' Atkinson
C. Cortez
TonyaHMIIe
Carmen Stearns

125-5
114-7
114·8
108
100·3
98

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

11.81
11.98
12.18
12.22

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

12.25

5th
9th

Heather Huhn
Amy Clements
SharonSrrith
Robi'lWf!bb

M.Cadwell

EQUINE

12.82

DISUS
127·10

1st

122-4
119·5
116-10
10()..1

2nd
3rd

68·11

121h

4th

5th

Individual placing!J of thtl Murray State
University Eque!Jtrlan team at the
Region IV R~~g/ons/ oorrptttit/on April 5.

W-T-C Equltalloo on the Rat

Kale Urness
W·I Eqult8!ion on !he Elid
sarah Whitten
Nov!CQ Equitation on lt]e Aat
Andma Woods
Stock Seat Egu!tallon Beg
Karol Wolff

10:05.62
10:20.80
10:28.0
10:28.20
10:56.0
11 :02.0

181

2nd
3rd
4th
5th
8th

1st
6th
6th
4th

1st

L.auta Coleman

4th

Usa Boyers

5th

S.aWh~en

3000 METER RUN
Arrrt Clements
Tess Woods
Heather Huhn
Karen Barnes
Kendra Hedlund
Becky Burnett

4th
5th

6th

~A~s

Chal1ene Cortez
Shonda Buford
Wendy Atkinson
Tracy Edens
Dana Patiok
Charissa Daniels

1st
2nd
3rd

5th

100 METER DASH
Heather Samuel
Inger Fonily
Nicole Ell'Oy
Candl Estes
A. Crawfon:t
Jill Doty

18: 00.0
• 18:02.0
19:10
19:37
19:51

nn

Stpcls Seat Egu!ta!too A!fy
Tamrrtf Nulhals
Mk:helle Demaree

3rd

Stock Seat Eau!ta!loo lnl
Dena Ayers

4th·

~GI

~

1st

The numbers behind the action

Alpha Delta Pi,
You were
wonderful in

All-Campus Sing!

~
f

~

Congratulations,
~ane and Melinda

Shields are in!
Now through May 1
at the Shield Office
Rooms 116 &: 121
Wilson Hall
ID must be presented to
pick up your Shield

WITH THIS COUPON

14K GOLD BUTTERCUP
DIAMOND
EARRINGS
••

.,..
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Soccer, softball
to close season
of activity, fun

Jones scores in Orlando
Popeye Jones scored 12 points and pulled down four rebounds during the final game of the Orlando All-Star Classic
last Saturday in Orlando, Fla.
Jones competed for the East team, which won the four-team
tournament by defeating the Midwest team 109-92. During
his t hree games in the tournament, Jones scored 32 points
(11-29 from the field and 10-13 from the free-throw line).

By CHRIS HARDESTY
Reporter

The Campus Recreation
intramural sports season
is swiftly coming to a close
for the spring semester.
The men's soccer teams
and the coed softball
teams are the two sports
which are currently taking center stage in the intramural league.
In men's soccer, Alpha
Tau Omega and Kicking
Caucasians are tied for
first place with
undefeated 3-0 records.
The Sigma Chis are in
second place at 1-2, followed by the Lambda Chi
Alpha club at 1-3, while
the Pi Kappa Alphas are
winless in three games.
In the north division of
coed softoall, the Biscuits
of Terror ballclub and
Hopeless Again are in a
battle for first place.
The Diamond Club team
is struggling with one
win, two losses , and a
forfeit.
In the south division of
coed softball the Alpha
Gamma Rhos and the
Bigdills are tied for first
place with identical 3-0
records. The Sporting
Woodies are within striking distance of first place
at 2-1, while the Papa
John's Junkies are
winless in five games with
three losses and two
forfeits.
The Sandblasters are
headed to Louisville and
the Kentucky Derby to
represent Murray State
University in the sixth annual Derby Classic
Volleyball Tournament.
Coach Terry Dublin is
backed by Billy Ray
Coursey, Kent Roher,
Amy Rhodes, Becky Hendricks, and Jennifer
Rushing.

Martin to play in Italy
Former MUITay State Racer basketball standout Jeff Martin bas signed a contract to play professional basketball in
Italy.
Martin has been competing in the Continental Basketball
Association and averaged a franch ise-record 24.6 points a
contest last season.

Lady Racers become card sharks
Photo by MARK BELL

Holly Elliott, an occupational aafety and health major from Owensboro, Ky., lines up her shot as
she takes a " break" from her studies. MSU students often ease the stress of school with pool.

Students relax by shooting pool
at Curris Center, local arcades
By ROB HART
Reporter

With the end of the semester
rush of classes, papers and
finals, many students think
they are behind the eight ball.
But for some, literally behind
the eight ball, or cue ball, is
where they choose to spend
their free time.
Pool players in Murray have
a variety of places to practice
their sport.
Tonya Wheatley, an elementary education major from Murray who works at Break Time
Billiards in the Dixieland
Center, said 20 to 30 percent of
their customers are Murray
State students.
Wheatley said the busiest
nights at Break Time are
Tueadays and Thursdays
because of league play.
"You have to be a league
member to play on those
nights,'' Wheatley said, "but
there's usually about 50 people
in here on both those nights."

Wheatley said after league play
ends on those nights the public
is allowed to play.
The leagues are part of the
Busch Pool League, and winn·
ing teams can advance to other
tournaments. Wheatley said
there is a $15 fee for league
play, but that includes a one
year membership in the
American Pool Association.
Break Time also sells pool
tables, cue sticks and other accessories. Wheatley said they
have sticks ranging from $50 to
$500.
C. T. Mathis, an undeclared
sophomore from Shelbyville,
said he plays "as often as I'm
around a pool table" and he's
played all his life.
"I enjoy other sports but for
some reason I enjoy indoor
sports more than outdoor
sports," Mathis said. "It's just a
lot of fun, shooting your shots,
deciding your shots, it's just
your judgement."

Mathis said he has a $125
stick at home and he knows
people who have spent more.
"Friends of mine back horne
have spent $750 to $1,000 on
sticks and are no better than I
am," he said.
Eric Jordan, a junior music
major from Murray, said he
plays pool whenever he can and
has been playing since be was
six.
"When I used to play quite
frequently, before I got better,
I'd spend quite easily $10 a
week at a quarter a game," Jor·
dan said.
Jordan said he plays because
be likes competition.
"It requires skill and finesse
and it's an individual thing.
I've always liked that a lot
more than team sports," he
said. "1 know it's just me and
my skill and my ability to look
at the game and manipulate it
in order to beat the guy that I'm
playing."

The Lady Racers are sponsoring a Spring Sports Card
Show, May 2 in Racer Arena. From 9 am-5 pm, card collectors
and sports fans can look, swap and shop from a large selection of sports collectables.
Admission is $1 with proceeds going to the Lady Racer
athletic program. For more .information, call 762-4497.

Racers hold scrimmage today
Ending their spr ing football practice, th e Murray State
Racers will bold a scrimmage at 7 p.m. in Roy Stewart
Stadium.
According to a press release, the scrimmage will consist of
two 15-minute playing periods and will end with the team
facing specific offensive and defensive situations. Match-ups
include MUITay's No.1 offense against the No.2 defense, the
No. 2 offense against the No. 1 defense and head:to-head
scrimmages.
At 6 p.m. in the Racer Room, the athletic department will
hold an athletic auction. Both the scrimmage and the auction
have no admission fee.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Baseball. 'Breds at Middle Tennessee State (2), Saturday, M&.rch
25.
• Baseball. 'Breda at Middle Tennessee State, Sunday, March 26.
• Baseball. 'Breds vs. Knoxville College at Reagan Field, Tuesday,
March 28.
• Football. Spring scrimmage In Roy Stewart Stadium, Friday, March
24, at 7 p.m.
• Outdoor Track.MSU hosts the Murray Twilight Races at Stewart
Stadium, Saturday, April 25.
• Men's Tennla. Racers at Ohio Valley Conference Tournament in
Nashville, Tenn .• Sunday and Monday, Aprll26-27.
• Women's Tennis. Lady Racers at Ohio Valley Conference Tournament in Nashville, Tenn., Thursday and Friday, April 24-25.
• Basketball. 3 on 3 Basketball tournament at Murrey-Calloway
County Park behin Wai-Mart. Saturday and Sunday, April 25-26.
Games start at 9 a.m. and Sunday finals at 4 p.m.

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

David, Thanks so much for
another great year In all Campus Songl Your awesome!
Love Alpha Gamma Delta.

BREECE HAYES, THANKS
SO MUCH FOR HELPING US
CLEAN UP THE YARDI
LOVE, Alpha Sigma Alpha.

HearYel HeerYe I Message
to THE QUEEN. Thanks for
spending the weekend with me
In Jad<sonvllle. I had a wonderful I1t4f. I'm sure It was a
good ESCAPEforyoutoo. Best
wlshesonyourblrthday. LookIng forward to seeing you this
summer. J. Rob.
The Slnara ot Alpha Delta PI
would like to thank the Broth·
ers of Alpha Tau Omega for a
great mixer.

NOTICE

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

AlTITUDE CHECK - ADPI's
are great. Ladles, we just
wanted to let you know how
proud we are of you. You did
an outstanding job In All cam.
pus Sing. Thanks for the
memories
Love, Bob and Lee.
CONGRATULATIONS TINA
MADEROS I Alpha Sigma
Alpha ACTIVE OF THE
MONTH. YOU'RE WONDERFULl

Michele, You may have the
news section! Good luck and
don't streaa outl You'll do a
great job aa Newt Edltorl
Leigh.

'l"hanks to the brothers of

Cheryl K•• good lul::k next yearl
SAA Will miss you I You'Ve
done an awesome job this year
as president. Leigh.

LOOKING FORWARD TO A
GREAT SORORITY BASH
NEXT THURSDAY! LET'S
HAVE SOME FUN LADIESI
LOVE, Alpha Sigma Alpha!

Sigma Tau Gamma for an
awesome mixer. We had a
blast Love, the Sisters of
Alpha Omicron Pl.

Congratulations Alpha Kappa
Alpha on highest active and
overaii GPAIIGirlllandwedeflnltely know this. Skee-wee
Sabyll
MICHEL, Just 15 more days
and we can betogetherfore~~erl
All My Love, CKS.
Congratulations Bethany Hall
for being named Greek Woman
of the Yearl Love, ADPI.
Congratulations to the MSU
Men's Track Team on winning
the OVC Outdoor Championships.
CongrallJiatlons to the MSU
Women's Track Team on being
Co-Champions at the OVC
Outdoor Championships.

FOR SALE
For Sale: Blue 1989 Camero
AS. AM/FM, Cassette, CD,AJr/
Heat, Cruise. $9,200.
Call
362-7466

HELP WANTED

~ASH PAID for photographs
Cartoonist/Artist to Illustrate
orvldeotapesof1991 Student book. Must be available ttll8
Alumni Association Mudball summer. Call762-3024'or759Tournament. Material not •1&44.
purchased will be returned,
but please also Include a DO YOU NEED EXTRA
summer address. Bill Reed, MONEY? Pfctuffl This Photo
P.O. Box 1803, utile Rock, Marl<Btlng Inc. ottera the most
unique opportunity to ever en·
At1<ansas 72203.
terthephotoprocesslnglndusMONEY FOR COLLEGE! 6- try. Using thequalltyof Kodlk's
25 sources for you I Guaran- Color Walch System and the
teed 1No obligation! eau 1· amazing ability of Netwoc1<
800·872-1221 extension Marl<eting. Plctuffl This. aoom3038.
pany that empowers anyone
wtth desire, the opportunity to
TEMPORARY Medical Insur- reach whatever financial goal
ance for People between jobs,
they seek. We offer the8e
reoentlygraduated, on school.
benlflts: lucrativeCOfll*l68llon
vacation, looking for wort<. plan,
no Inventory to stock,
waiting to be covered under a ground floor opportunity, fabu·
group plan. or In need of tern· lous fundralser, and smaD Inporary protection. Call Marsha vestment. Be among the ftt'lt to
Moms at 759·1193 or write to: enter this 4.9 billion dollar In·
P.O. Box 993, Murray, KY
dustry by way of Picture This
42071
Photo Ma!ketfng. You'll thank
Finals start on Monday, May 4 us for what develops. For deDon't be caught by surprlsell tailed lnfonnatlon Call Chris
Allen atter 6 p.m. at 753-0615.

RATES
With MSU ID: 15¢ per word
Without MSU ID: 20¢ per word
Over Twent y Words
With MSU ID: 10¢ per word
Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

TheMurray State News
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline ...... Friday 2 p.m.
Hours: Monday and Wednesday 1·3 p.m .•
Friday 8:30·10:15 a.m.•Tuesday
and Thursday 2-4 p.m. Closed on weekends and
holidays.

Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

HELP WANTED
COLLEGE REP WANTED to
distribute "Student Rate" subscription cards at this campus.
Good Income. Forlnformatlon
and appllcatlon wlfteto: COL-

MISC.

HELP WANTED

LEGIATE
MARKETING 8aveour envlronmentl
SERVICES, P.O. Box 1436, Recognize Earth Day every
MOOI'1Miv1Ae, NC 28115. 7CW dayIll
_
~

663.()963.

,.A="';'~·~·f¥---·

- - ~=

START YOUR FIRST DAY
WITH YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE BEHIND YOU.
Bring your BSN to the Army
and we11 assign a preceptor to
help put you at ease.
Your preceptor will be an
experienced Anny Nurse who
will smooth your transition from
school to practice. With advice,
counsel on Anny nursing procedure, or just by being a friend.
With your preceptor's help,
you11meet your new challenges and rapidly move into a
leadership role of your own.
Hyou're a BSN candidate... or you are an RN with a
BSN ... you'U find the rewards and responsibility you're looking
for in Anny Nursing. Contact your local Anny Nurse Corps
Recruiter.

INDEX
PERSONAUI
~t.IMATES

BUSINESS

SERVICU

SFC Bill Shannon (615) 731-2477 (collect)

FOR RENT
FOASAUi
HELP WANTED

ARMY NURSE CORPS.

LOSTioFOUNO

AIDES
MISC.

BE AU. YOU CAN BE.

NOTICE

......................................!

I

i

WlTII THIS COtlPOK

14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE
7" BRACELET
OftLY

*1488

KIM DIRKS

~
- -

9{flw
!J{ong
IJ(png
!R.#taurant

Thank You.

-· ·

Ope" 7 tfa95 a rvut
Suntfay - !Fritfay 11 d.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Saturtfay 4:30 p.m. - 9 :30 p.m.
,
Lunduen Speciq[
Srvu{tlJJ 'JJ'ffiet
Monaay -'friday
u a.m. . 2 p.m.
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
15.75 p(us ~
$3.10p(us ~
Cat trine mtttinp, 'QIC/1Jn8 JH111its ~~ntl &ml/JUts "''Oft rti/UU'Mso

w ee:

fi

B

fi

55

for all your hard work
with

All-Campus

av~u

umy·®ts.
Cllfi 7534481
.64l !J{prt/l

.. =tc

We Love You!

----

mrlt

Fbi'?" t

-;rag ....

~

...,..,
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Oakley honored
with dedication
::-:-:·:-:·:··

··~

By MICHELE CARLTON

In $tate ~ff campps ·
· •· ·t?·oom •·e s·· t•lmat·a·.....
-.~ .ct-.. ooo·~-i
.

Assistant News Editor

·.<•

, ·~uiti~n~<t'·, • · · · · •·~··"· ,,, A~;!$a7<1~}!f"
Food estimated; .
. . ;_.~ctivity Fe.e: ...•.. ·

$600

· •parking{

/.i . . $130, i •.
<~ s·1o ·'""·

Total:

$2 410 ···~

b.it~
~
r~~~
~
ff'JfN~J~.
~
~·
Boom,estimated:
$1 ,ooo· ·

.l ·

._ _, :)[tjition: ·· . . ·.· ...... , . .
··'Food • e$timate81~···
Activityfee:
,@,prkiqg~

>Totat:·-~·

12~()1

o<''-'~~ .

···t@'$soo·· ·~w•

· .·. $130
. _,.d$1 0 +.···.
·$2;aso~~tGraphic by KRISTIE HELMS

bedroom will move from $290 to
$325. These prices are for one

Continued from Page 1

Housing
Beginning next semester,
students living on campus will
also notice a considerable increase in the residence hall
prices. The cost of a room on
campus will jump 12 percent,
s a i d D a v i d B lack burn ,
associate director of housing.
The cost, each semester, for a
double room in the halls will increase from $525 to $585; a double room in Woods Hall will increase from $490 to $550; a
private room in the residence
halls will move from $790 to
$885; and a private room in
Woods Hall will move from
$735 to $820.
The cost of living in College
Courts will also inct·ease. A ,
one-bedroom apartment that
currently is priced at $240, will
increase to $270; and a two-

...
~-

is 3 ,452 and will be down next
year to 3,252."

month' s rent and include
Tuition
utilities.
'
Anita Poyner, accounting
The increase in the residence
hall cost was needed, manager, said tuition increases
next year will affect all
Blackburn said.
" The University is an- students.
Tuition for in·state full-time
ticipating an increase in fixed
students
will be $670 and in·
prices, like telecommunicastate graduate students t uition
tions," he said.
The increase will have an ef- will total $740.
Tuition for out-of-state fullfeet on the number of students
time
students will be $2,010
wanting to live in the residence
and out-of-state graduate
halls, Blackburn said.
"You can't see how it cannot students will pay $2,220.
Accor ding to the Murray
have an effect," he said.
State
Schedule of Fees,
Another change in the
residence halls next semester residents of specific counties
will be the change in White are permitted to register at a
Hall. The currently aU-female reduced non-resident rate,
ha1l will change to being a coed which is the Kentucky resident
hall with all private rooms, rate plus $400.
~lac.kburn said.
The residence hall's capacity Food
will decrease because of the
Students who dine in the
Murr ay State .University
change, he said.
"We won't be able to house as eateries will also notice a
many i>eople. Our capacity now change in prices next year.

Oakley served on the Murray

S~ate ~acuity ~rom 1946 until
hts ret1r~ment 1~ 1977. He was

-M.<~

INCREASES

Hugh Oakley, founder and
dean emeritus of the College of
Industry and Technology, will
be the guest ·Of honor at a
ceremony Saturday to celebrate
the naming of the Applied
Science Building for him.
Oakley will be presented a
plaque at t he 10 a.m. ceremony
in Room 204N of t he Hugh L.
O a kl ey A p p lie d Science
Building.

In March, the Board of
Regents voted to raise food service prices by 15 percent to help
offset budget cuts and financial
problems. The Board approved
raising the prices of the board
plans and requiring declining
balance accounts to maintain a
balance of $200.
The increases are projected to
bring in $4.3 million in revenue
for food services, said Bill
Benriter, director of food services.
Benriter said the office
forecasts that 2,295 students
will purchase board plans for
the fall semester, and 2,015 will
purchase the plans for the spring 1993 semester.
Approxi m ately 1 ,450
students are expected to purchase the any 15 board plan,
825 will purchase the any 19
plan and 20 will purchase the
any 5 plan for the fall semester,
he said. He said he expects 550
students to purchase the declining balance plan.

the fJ.rst mdustnal arts teacher
and the first dean of the College
of Industry and Technology.
"lt was a one-man department to start with . I was the
department and the chairman
of the department," Oakley
said.

BUDGET
Continued from Page 1

The physical plant is also
handling the renovation of the
Old Fine Arts building and the
building of the special events
center.

REGENT
Continued from Page 1

•Academic Council from the
College of Fine Arts and Communication - Bob Lochte; Promotion and Leave - Roger
Haney; University Tenure - Irma Collins
• Academic Appeals Board
from the College of Humanistic
Studies - Gordon Loberger;
Promotion and Leave - Rose

Varsity Cheerleader
Love,

Bogal-Allbritten; University
Tenure - Mike Miller
• University Tenure from the•
College of Industry an d
Technology - Bert Siebold
•
• Academic Council from the
College of Science - Peter
Whaley; Promotion and Leave
-Robert Etherton; University
Tenure - Duke Wilder
• Academic Council fro~
University libraries - Sandra
Sanders; University Tenure ..:
Ernie Bailey

MICHELLE CORBIN
AMY FENNEL
KIM DIRKS
KELLY HOPPER

Traci Forbes
Traci Hamlin
Sara Thompson

CHRYSTAL DOWNS

The budget allocations · for :
these projects were determined
a year ago and some was decid::
ed two }'ears ago. West said'
next year depends on the
budget decisions.
•
"Next year will he pending
the bounty of budget coming
in," he said.
•

Congratulations

CONGRATULATIONS
to the new Senators-at-Large

Congratu{ations
to

Oakley said naming the Applied Science Building for him
was unexpected.
"This was a complete surprise. Most of the credit I have
to give to the faculty over the
years for pulling all the loose
ends together for a quality program," he said.
Oakley came to Murray State
at the suggestion of former
president Ralph S. Woods.
"Dr. Ralph S. Woods contacted me about a year before I
got out of the Navy to organize
the industrial education department. I decided it would be a :
challenging opportun ity" be :
said.
•
:
Oakley was responsible for
the construction of the first industrial t echnology building at ;
Mu1Tay State and subsequently ·
promoted and developed what •
has been known as the Applied
Science Building. •

on being named

The Sisttrs of_

Love,
the Sisters of

SGA Senators

SigmaSigma Sigma

Alpha Omicron Pi

is proud of you!

~ --- ---------- .---"CLIP

Alpha Delta Pi

& SAVE", ''HANG BYTHEPHONE"CALL -INS WELCOME- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

TACO .JOH
W! Value Prices
®

EN'I1RE MEIW - SAME QUAUTY FOOD • NEW LOWER PRICES .,
COt\1BINATION PLATIERS

TRADITIONt\l VALUES
TACO

sonstmu. TACO t8eef or Chicken)

B8Aft BlJRB.m)
TOSTADA
TACO BURQI!.K (Beef OT Chk;ken)
TACO BRAVO

5H
794
79f.
79f.
99¢
994

BllRRITOS
UA.rt
BZU
COMBJftAnOJ'l (Beef. Beau)
CJIICKDI
SlJf'r.R BPAf'( BVaiU10
StJFR COHBinAnoft (Beef~ Bean}
SUf'M. CHICU'.PI

'19t
$1.89
$1.89
$1 . 89

.1.49
.2.39
$:.1.39

KIDS
KIDS JIW'ALS
.1 . 89
1o AnD 1.n>ra <CHIU> MUST Bt ~mn
99f.

TACO./IIV&IUI'O

$3.19
MCHLADA
$3.49
SNO'J'IIr.RR) COMBIJ't4.110" BURK1J0
$3.59
CHICKM CHIMICHAN<IA
$3.69
BEe~' CttiPI.IatAnOA
t3.69
SAMrUSR. (Taco. Combo ~un1to, f.nchllada~ $4.39
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DESSERTS

All Platten; Include:
11exkan Rice and Refrled Beans

SPECIALTIES
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